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ABSTRACT

The motor used in this thesis is an axial flux brushless DC motor, which is an
efficient energy converter. For its control it needs an electronic converter. The
improved zero transition inverter (ZCT) is a very good choice for such. A full
theoretical and a state plane analysis of the ZCT inverter are conducted. This scheme
which came from Virginia Power Electronics Center, (VPEC) works for any PWM
scheme. This improved ZCT inverter is applied to control a brushless DC motor
using six-step control which makes the thesis very original. In the six step switching
control one switch in one leg is pulse width modulating while the other in the other
,

leg is kept on for the whole period of commutation. This is done in order to minimize
the switching losses in the inverter. A torough simulation of the inverter using
MATLAB SIMULINK package is conducted. From this, the resonant capacitors, the
auxiliary MOSFETs switches were selected and the tank inductance is computed to
be 100nH. This zero current transition inverter, enables all the main switches, diodes
and auxiliary switches to be turned off under zero current transition, and in the main
time provides an opportunity to achieve zero voltage turn on for the main switches.
The thesis addresses also the design of a high power (14 kW) and high frequency
(205 kHz) of the resonant circuit inductor. A distributed air-gap toroidal Kool Mk
core is chosen because it possesses many good magnetic characteristics, such as high
resistivity, low hysteresis and eddy current losses, excellent inductance stability after
high DC magnetisation. An important consideration in designing high frequency
inductors is eddy current effects in the conductors. These effects include skin-effect
losses and proximity-effect losses. Both effects were controlled by the use of Litz

wire. The construction and part load testing of the constructed inverter completes the
thesis.
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Chapter 1
Electric Vehicles

Chapter 1 Electric Vehicles

1.1 Introduction
In recent years there has been a resurgence in research and development of electric
vehicle (EV) drives. This research has been stimulated by various factors including
rising fossil fuel costs, and environmental concerns.

Improvement in basic

technologies, such as improved permanents magnets, switching transistors and
storage batteries has contributed to recent developments in electric vehicle
propulsion motors. However the batteries remains a weak point in modern electric
vehicles [1]. Several novel motor configurations have been investigated by various
research groups and organizations [2-4]. In addition, emergence of new technology
has made it possible to use certain types of variable reluctance motors and brushless
DC motors in EV. These types of motors were previously considered unsuitable for
use in electric vehicles.

1.2 Brief History of Electric Vehicle

The brushed direct current (DC) motor has been the mainstay of EV propulsion for
about the last 100 years. In the early part of the 20th century, both electric and fossil
fuel vehicles were in development. Earlier versions of electric vehicle used direct
current motors, lead acid batteries and rheostat speed control. Due mainly to the
relatively low power densities of the then available electric storage batteries
compared to that of fossil fuels, electric vehicles began to fall out of favour. By
1915, the rate of development of the Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV)
was proceeding more rapidly than that of EV. The ICEV quickly outpaced the EV in
power, speed, and range. By the 1920s, electric vehicle technology for small
vehicles was almost completely abandoned.

1
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The early 1960s saw a resurgence in electric vehicle development. Although the
ICEV remained completely dominant in the market place, several companies began
developing and building prototype electric vehicles. While the brushed DC motor
continued to be used in EV propulsion, this period saw the implementation of
several new motor types not available to engineers in the early part of the century.
General Motors used AC induction motors in several of its prototypes in the 1960s.
Variable frequency AC induction motors have been used in prototypes and in
production electric vehicles since the late 1980s [5]. The first production line
electric vehicle, the General Motors EV1 and its predecessor the Impact, both used
three phase induction motors. The period from the late 1980s to the present
represents a second phase for the development of electric vehicles. In the last
decade, several major automobile companies, including General Motors, Honda,
Nissan, Daimler —Chrysler, Toyota and others, have offered EVs for sale as fleet
vehicles and to the general public. Numerous companies selling EV components and
gas-to-electric vehicle conversion plans have also sprung up. Although the EV still
has not caught the public's eye, the EV seems as if it is here to stay. In recent years,
large auto companies have allocated significant research and development funds to
EVs. In Europe and Asia, pure electric and hybrid electric vehicles are already on
the road. Both Toyota and Honda have EVs in production.

1.3 New and Emerging Electric Vehicle Propulsion Systems

In recent years many new motor topologies have been proposed for use in for
electric vehicles. Some of these new types of motors have been used in production
EVs while others remain in the prototype and development stages. As mentioned

2
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before, the variable frequency three-phase induction motor has been used since the
1960s and continues to be the motor of choice of major electric vehicle developers
(GM, Ford and Daimler-Chrysler) in the US Market [7]. In the last ten years several
other types of motor have been researched and/or used for electric vehicle
propulsion. These include the permanent magnet synchronous AC machine, the
Brushless DC motor, and the variable reluctance motor. The Japanese companies
like Honda, Toyota, and Nissan, all use Permanent magnet brushless DC motors
(BLDC) in their electric vehicles [8]. In addition, implementation of Electric
Vehicle drives based on several more esoteric motor topologies, such as the hybrid
induction motor and the permanent magnet
hysterisis hybrid synchronous motor
1-1
have been proposed. One interesting and promising new technology is the axial flux
permanent magnet DC machine [9].

1.4 Why Electrical Vehicles

In the next 50 years, population of the earth is expected to grow from six billion to
ten billion. At this rate of growth, if all vehicles were to be powered by internal
combustion engines, it is hard to say whether there will be enough oil to meet the
demand. In addition the concerns over pollution and green house effect, there are
legitimate reasons to seek a more sustainable path. EVs offer emission free
transportation although it is true that emissions from power plants may result from
the supply of energy for these vehicles. The overall impact on air pollution however
could be significantly reduced compared to internal combustion engines vehicles.
EVs have existed since the 19th century, but were replaced by ICEVs, which ruled
the road throughout the 701h century. It was not until the 1970s that the energy crisis

I
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and environmental protection concerns reawakened interest in EV's. From that time
on, research and development has led to successful conversions of ICEV's to
vehicles powered by electricity. We are at the point where major automotive
manufacturers are now bringing purpose-built EVs to market. Today, EV
development is driven less by energy concerns and more by environmental issues.
The state of California in the USA mandated that 10% of all new vehicles on the
road should be zero-emission by 2003, although this mandate was recently rolled
back. This has accelerated the use of EVs. As EVs go to market, the challenge is to
make them affordable and to increase their range. The performance can be improved
through system optimization, primarily through computer simulation. EV
technologies are maturing, extending the driving range of the vehicle and reducing
their cost. EV configurations are flexible compared to ICE'V's. There are many
possible EV configurations due the variation in electric propulsion and energy
sources. Electric propulsion is the heart of EV, consisting of the motor drive and the
transmission device. Its major requirements are:
High instant power
High power density
High torque at low speeds
High power at high speed for cruising
• A wide speed range
• Fast torque response
• High efficiency over speed and torque ranges
• High efficiency for regenerative braking
• High reliability and robustness for various operating conditions
• Reasonable cost

11
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Choosing an electric propulsion system for EV depends on three factors.
First, the driver expectation, second the vehicle constraint, and third the energy
source. Induction motors and permanent magnet (PM) brushless motors are most
favorable for propulsion systems. Pulse width modulated inverters are the most
popular for power conversion technology. The biggest obstacle to EV
commercialization is the EV energy source. The more important future development
issue is how to develop energy sources that demonstrate high specific energy and
energy density, high specific power and power density, fast charging and deep
discharging capabilities, long cycle and service lives, high efficiency, adequate
safety and cost effectiveness while being maintenance free and recyclable. In
addition to battery performance, a battery management system is important to ensure
charging and discharging of batteries under proper condition. To maximize onboard
stored energy use, an intelligent energy management system is needed. With respect
to the EV energy source there have been many improvements e.g. Valve regulated
lead acid batteries, Nickel metal hydride (Ni-Hd) batteries, Lithium-ion (Li-Ion)
batteries, Li polymer batteries, fuel cells and ultra capacitors. To increase the range
of an EV, more development of these batteries (Ni-Hd), ZnlAir, (Li-Ion), and fuel
cells are required. The amount of energy involved in the acceleration and
deceleration of a vehicle is roughly 2/3 of the total amount of energy used in an
urban driving setting. EVs may be best powered by a pair of energy sources, such as
battery optimized for range with an auxiliary source of energy for acceleration and
hill climbing. The auxiliary source can be recharged from the main source during
less demanding dnving or regenerative braking. Such an auxiliary source is the
ultracapacitor. A block diagram of a basic battery EV propulsion system is shown in
Figure

1.1.
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Figure I. Block diagram of a battery EV propulsion system

1.5 Hybrid Electric Vehicle
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) can provide increased range as well as
performance. However they do add complexity and cost to the mix. The major
challenges with HEVs are managing multiple energy sources which are heavily
dependent on driving cycles, battery sizing and battery management. HEVs can
meet customer's needs but cost remains the major issue. HEVs are now classified
into four kinds: Series hybrid, parallel hybrid, series parallel hybrid, and complex
hybrid. The different configuration of a series and a parallel hybrid EVs are shown
in Figures 1.2 (a), (b), (c), and (d).
F

.•

IE

T

T

LIiEI 1_LIiEI I1_fI I EEII I1u . .

S

a) Series Hybrid

b) parallel Hybrid

B: Battery, E: ICE, F: Fuel Tank, G: Generator, M: Motor, P: Power Converter,
T: Transmission (including clutch, brakes)
Electric link,

Hydraulic link,

.
n

_______

Mechanical link.
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T

c) Series —parallel hybrid

d) Complex hybrid

Figure 1.2 Bock diagram of a hybrid EV propulsion system
Because of the multiplicity of HEV configurations, different power control
strategies are needed to regulate power flow to and from different components for
maximum fuel economy, minimum emissions, minimum system cost and good
driving performance. HEVs can meet consumer demand for longer ranges at higher
speeds, but may be more costly than battery electric vehicles BEVs. HEVs date far
back to the earliest days of the automobile industry. Diesel electric locomotives are
series HEVs. These were developed in order to overcome the problem of short range
of BEVs, and to provide a continuously variable transmission..

1.6 Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles

Fuel cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs) are EVs in which methanol liquid is
converted into hydrogen via an onboard water vapour reformation process. Fuel
cells (FCs) are electrochemical devices that convert the free energy change of an
electrochemical reaction into electrical energy. An FC does not store energy like a
battery. Instead it generates energy as long as the fuel supply is maintained. An FC
consists of three major components: the anode, the cathode, and the electrolyte. It
efficiently converts fuel to electrical energy, operates quietly, offers zero to very low
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emissions and exhibits recoverable waste heat, rapid refueling, fuel flexibility,
durability and reliability. Hydrogen seems to be the ideal non-polluting fuel for an
FC because it has the highest energy content per unit weight of any fuel and its
byproduct is plain water. The Hydrogen is derived from primary fuels such as
hydrocarbons, methanol, and coal by means of a fuel processor. There are three
major ways of storing the hydrogen: As a compressed gas, as a substance chilled
below its boiling point to form liquid hydrogen stored in cryogenic containers, and
as metal hydrides. FC systems are classified by the type of electrolyte namely acid,
alkaline, molten carbonate, solid oxide and solid polymer. FCEVs will coexist
alongside HEVs. If the obstacles of high initial cost and short range can be
overcome, FCEVs should have a bright future. Table 1.1 below shows a comparison
of the characteristics of BEVs, HEVs and FCEVs. A block diagram of an FCEV
propulsion system is shown in Figure 1.3.

Watervapour

Fue1 ce s

Motor

Trans s

reform
Methanol
Liquid

CWheels
1 111**

Figure 1.3 FCEV propulsion systems

Automobile manufacturers see fuel cells as attractive because:
• Fuel cells are more efficient than an internal combustion engine
• They reduce greenhouse gas emissions
•

They do not suffer from drawbacks of BEVs, such as short range and short
life of the battery

• They require low maintenance
FCEVs have long term potential for success, but the technology is still at a
developing stage and the cost of refuelling systems is a primary concern.
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BEVs, HEVs and FCEVs all use electric motors to drive the vehicle. Electric
drives and their power electronic converter should perform well. PM brushless dc
motors are getting more attention to be used in EVs. Table 1.1 shows the motors used
by automobiles companies for their EVs and Table 1.2 shows the characteristics of
BEVs, HEVs and FCEVs.
Table 1.1 Different motors used by automobiles companies in their EVs
EV models

EV motors

Fiat Panda Elletra

Series dc motor

Mazda Bongo

Shunt dc motor

Conceptor G-Van

Separated excited DC motor

Fiat Seicento Elettra

Induction motor

GM EV1

Induction motor

Honda EV Plus

PM brushless motor

Nissan Altra

PM brushless motor

Toyota RAV4

PM brushless motor

Chloride Lucas

Switched reluctance motor.

1.7 The Northern Territory Centre for Energy Research Projects

The Northern Territory Centre for Energy Research (NTCER) has been involved
in a range of projects applying axial flux permanent machines in high efficiency
tractions systems and renewable energy generation [9-16] Current research projects
.

centred on the axial flux permanent magnet machine include a high-efficiency ceiling
fan, a bicycle motor, a tidal power generator and the Desert Rose solar car racing. As
part of the research, this project aims to develop and construct a high efficiency 14
kW inverter for a small EV using the latest developments in power electronics and
electric machines. The nominal specifications of the project are indicated in
Table 1.3
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Table 1.2 Characteristics of BEVs, HEVs and FCEVs
Types of EVs

Battery EVs

Propulsion

Electric Motor Drives

Hybrid EVs
•

Fuel Cell EVs

Electric

•

Motor Drives
•

Electric
Motor Drives

Internal
combustion
engines

Energy System

•

Battery

•

Battery

Ultracapacitor

•

Ultracapacitor

•

ICE

•

Fuel cells

Gasoline

•

Hydrogen

stations

•

Methanol or

generating
unit
Energy

source

•
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Table 1.3 Nominal specifications of the project
Quantity

Value

Nominal Maximum Power

14kW

DC Bus Voltage

96V

Nominal switching Frequency

20 kHz

I

An axial flux brushless DC motor (AFBLDC), using Neodymium- Iron- Boron
surface magnets exists in the laboratory. Figure 1.4 shows the machine
disassembled.

I
4

4

Figure 1.4. The axial flux brushless DC motor dissembled
The rotor housing the permanent magnets in on the right hand side, and the stator is
on the left hand side. The thesis will explore the analysis, optimal design, and
construction and testing of an efficient high frequency three phase inverter used to
drive a BLDC. To facilitate the high frequency switching, a Zero Current Transition
(ZCT) lnverter is used. The controller enables the inverter to operate in hard
switching as well. The nominal characteristics of the BLDC are shown in Table 1.4.
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Table 1.4 Nominal characteristics of the brushless DC motor used in the project
Type
Number of Poles
Rated Voltage
Rated Power (continuous)
Maximum Speed
Rated Torque
Flux Type
Phase resistance
Phase Inductance
Efficiency

3-Phase
permanent
brushless
12
180V
15kW
3000 rpm
30Nm
Trapezoidal
13.1 mOhm
91 uH
96%

magnet

1.8 Summary

Environment protection and energy conservation have urged the development of
EVs. However, the commercialization of EVs was not successful. The main reason
was because they could not satisfy the consumers' need due to high cost and short
range. The development of battery technology has been accelerated, in which a set
of criteria including the specific energy, specific power, energy efficiency, charging
rate, cycle life, operating environment, cost, safety, and recycling must be
considered. Ultracapcitors are connected with the batteries to deliver surges of
power. Consequently, HEV and FCEV are recently rapidly emerging. With the aid
of the new technologies, battery and advanced propulsion will continue to develop
and BEV will be designed for small vehicles in a niche market, such as community
transportation.
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2.1 Introduction

Brushless DC (BLDC) motors are synchronous motors with permanent magnets on
the rotor and armature windings on the stator. From a construction point of view, a
BLDC is an inside-out version of a DC motor. The latter have permanent magnets or
field windings on the stator and the armature windings on the rotor. The most
obvious advantage of the brushless motor is the absence of brushes, which eliminates
brush maintenance and also the associated arcing, radio frequency interference (RFI),
and electromagnetic interference (EMI). Having the armature windings on the stator
helps cooling of the armature windings. The field excitation is contributed by
permanent magnets and does not have to be supplied by the armature current.
Electrical losses in the rotor are therefore eliminated. The efficiency of BLDC
motors is significantly better than induction motors in the fractional horsepower
range. The former will have better efficiency and better power factor and, therefore a
greater output power for the same frame size. These advantages come at the expense
of increased complexity in the electronic controller and the need for shaft position
sensing. Permanent magnets are thought to be more viable in smaller motors, usually
below 20kW. In larger motors, the cost and weight of the magnets could become
excessive, and it historically made more sense to opt for excitation by
electromagnetic or induction means. However with the development of high-field
PM matenals, and the rapidly decreasing costs of such materials, PM motors with
ratings of a few megawatts have been built.
For an axial flux BLDC motor, as the name suggests, the magnetic field that
interplays between the stator and the rotor crosses the airgap in the axial direction.
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The axial geometry of the motor has substantial advantages over the more common
radial flux machine for two reasons [10-14,21]. First, the aspect ratio fits more
comfortably into the wheel, and there are significant volume savings over the more
usual radial flux geometry, for which much of the internal volume does not
contribute to power output. Second and more importantly, a very simple technique
for flux weakening that relies on mechanical adjustment of the air gap, and which
does not impinge significantly on the efficiency, becomes possible. Within a
reasonable band, increasing the air IDgap increases the copper loss as the torque
constant decreases, but decreases the iron loss as the flux density reduces. The motor
can be readily dismantled and reassembled with a range of spacers on the shaft,
providing different air gaps.

2.2 Machine Construction

BLDC motors are predominantly surface-magnet machines with wide magnet pole
arcs and concentrated or distributed stator windings. The design is based on the
trapezoidal waveform distribution of the air-gap flux density waveform. A three
phase stator winding is constructed in a similar fashion to that of an ac induction
motor, it is wound to give a trapezoidal air gap flux in the case of a brushless dc
motor or with a sinusoidal distribution in the case of a sine-wave wound, permanent
magnet, synchronous motor. The rotor consists of a number of high performance
permanent magnets rigidly fixed to the rotor's core structure; the arrangement,
shapes, and location of the magnets can be modified to give a range of motor
characteristics.
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2.3 Permanent Magnets

BLDC motors obtain life-long field excitation from permanent magnets mounted
on the surface. Advances in permanent magnet technology led to lower cost and
increased applications of BLDC motors. Magnetic materials with high-energy
products such as neodymi um-iron -boron (Nd-Fe-B), which has a high-energy
product, typically 20.OkJxm 3 are being used. These magnets are now available
with a remanence of >1.5 Tesla and an almost straight demagnetisation characteristic
throughout the second quadrant. To obtain a high flux density in the air gap, the
magnet's flux density and the pole face area need to be analysed in considerable
detail during the electromagnetic design of the motor. The high remanence and
coercitivity permit marked reductions in motor frame size for the same output
compared with motors using ferrite magnets. The primary considerations for
choosing the magnetic material in motor design are the torque per unit volume of the
motor, operating temperature rise, and the severity of the operational duty of the
magnet. For maximum power density, the product of the electric and magnetic
loadings of the motor must be as high as possible. A high electric loading
necessitates a magnet length in the direction of magnetisation and a high coercitivity.
A high power density also requires the largest possible magnet volume. Exposure to
high temperatures tends to deteriorate the remanent flux density and coercive force
of permanent magnets. Magnets can also be demagnetised by fault currents such as a
short circuit produced by inverter faults. Hence protective measures are usually taken
in the inverter and control electronics to limit the armature current to a safe value.
The magnets are constructed in the form of sectors, and glued onto the surface of the
rotor with adjacent rotor poles of opposite magnetic polarity. The number of rotor
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poles is designed to be approximately inversely proportional to the maximum speed
of rotation. The air-gap flux density waveform is essentially a trapezoidal wave, but
fringing causes the corners to be somewhat rounded.

2.4 Stator Windings

BLDC motors are invariably polyphase, typically 3 phase. Small motors used in
light-duty cooling fans have to be cheap, and may be only 2 phase. On the other
hand, for higher power ratings it is preferred to use three-phase design. In addition to
higher power rating, three-phase motor have some degree of fault tolerance. The
number of stator slots depends on number of rotor poles, the number of phases, and
the winding configuration. A fractional slots/pole design is sometimes preferred as
an aid to minimizing cogging torque.

2.5 Motor Characteristics

As stated above, the air-gap flux-density waveform is essentially a trapezoidal
wave, but fringing causes the corners to be somewhat rounded. As the rotor rotates,
the waveform of the voltage induced in each phase with respect to time is a close
replica of the air gap flux density waveform with respect to rotor position (the slot
dimensions providing some smoothing by averaging). Because of fringing, the back
emf waveform takes a rounded trapezoidal shape. The shape of the back emf
waveform distinguishes the BLDC motor from the permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM), which has a sinusoidal back-emf waveform. This has resulted in the
terminology "trapezoidal motor" and "sinusoidal motor" for describing these two
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permanent magnet ac (PMAC) machines. The back emf voltages induced in each
phase are similar in shape and are displaced by 120 degrees electrical with respect to
each other in a three-phase machine. By injecting rectangular current pulses in each
phase that are centred on the centre of the back-emf half-cycle waveform in that
phase, it is possible to obtain an almost constant torque from the BLDC motor. The
flat top of this back emf half cycle waveform should be as broad as possible (>— 1200
electrical) to obtain smooth output torque. The simplicity of this scheme arises from
the fact that at any instant of time, current flows only through two phases of the
machine, the value of which can be sensed using a single current sensor in the DC
link. Because there are only two inverter switches active, at any time, this is also
called the two-switch conduction scheme. The ideal back-emf voltage and 120° phase
current waveforms for a three —phase BLDC motor are shown in the Figure 2.1
6
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"3 60

1

Fhase E3

hese C

TQrque
55 51
S6 S6

I

51
S2

11
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I
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Figure 2.1 Back emf and phase current waveforms for a three phase
brushless DC Motor
The amplitude of the phase back emf is proportional to the rotor speed, and is given
by:
E

= k'J

(v5

(2.1)
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Where k depends on the number of turns in each phase, t, the permanent magnet
flux, and w is the angular speed in radlsec. During any 1200 interval the
instantaneous power being converted from electrical to mechanical is the sum of
contribution from two phases in series, and is given by:
P =

2E1

(2.2)

Where, Te is the output torque and, I the magnitude of the phase current. The
expression for output torque can be written as:
= 2KW

(2.3)

The similarity between the BLDC motor and the commutator DC motor can be seen
from the equations of the back emf E, and the output torque Te. It is because of this
similarity in control characteristics that the trapezoidal PMAC motor is widely
known as the BLDC motor. Although the term BLDC is a misnomer, it is a
universally accepted term for this type of synchronous AC motor. But while it is a
rotating field machine in the AC sense, the armature emf rotates in discrete steps of
60°electrical degrees as opposed to a smooth rotation in other AC machines.

2.6 Mathematical Model

The nonsinusoidal nature of the back-emf and current waveforms makes the
transformation of the machine to the d-q model very cumbersome. It is easier to use
the phase vanable approach for modelling and simulation. The back emf is
represented by a Founer series or by using piece wise linear curves. The circuit
equations of the three phase windings in phase variable can be written as [17].
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Va R 0 0
Vb
Vc

=

0

R

0 0

ia L—M

0

0
0

0 x ib +

0

L—M

R ic

0

0

ia ea
dt

ib + eb

(2.4)

L—M ic ec

Where Va, Vb, V are the phase voltages, e, eb, ec the phase back emf voltages, R the
phase resistance, L the self inductance of each phase, and M the mutual inductance
between any two phases. Ignoring losses, the electromagnetic torque is given by:
T =(ea ia +ebib +ecic )Iwm

(2.5)

2.7 Power Electronic Converter

BLDC motors require a variable-frequency, variable amplitude source that is
usually provided by a three-phase, full bridge inverter as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of a three-phase inverter
The switches could be BJTs, MOSFETS, IGBTs or MCTs. The decreasing cost and
dramatic improvement in performance of these semiconductor devices have
accelerated the application of BLDC motor drives. The inverter is usually
responsible for both the electronic commutation and current regulation. The position
information obtained from the position sensors is used to open and close the six
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inverter switches for commutation. If the motor windings are star connected and the
star point is isolated, the inverter input current flows through two of the three phases
in series at any time. Hysteresis or pulse-width-modulated current controllers are
typically used to regulate the actual machine currents to the rectangular current
reference waveforms shown in Figure 2.1. When S1 and

S6

are on their on state, the

current builds up in the path S, phase A, phase B, and S6 . When switch S1 is turned
off, the current then decays through diode D4 and switch S6 . Alternatively S6 could
be turned off, and the current would then decay in the ioop formed by S1 and D3 .
The fall time of the current can be made smaller by hard switching in which both the
active switches are turned off. The current then freewheels through D4 , D3 and the
DC link capacitor, feeding energy back to the source. The freewheeling diodes thus
provide important paths for the currents to circulate when the switches are turned off
and during the commutation intervals. The BLDC motor can operate equally as a
generator. The polarity of the torque can be reversed by simply reversing the polarity
of the phase current waveforms with respect to the back-emfs. This can be used for
regeneration in braking operation. Special arrangements may need to be made in the
power converter to accept the energy returned by the machine, as conventional diode
bridge rectifiers are incapable of feeding energy back to the ac supply. The situation
is considerably simplified if the source is a battery, as in automotive applications.
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2.8 Position Sensing

The stator excitation for BLDC motors needs to be synchronised with rotor speed
and position to produce constant torque. The controller has to keep track of the rotor
angular position and switch the excitation among the motor phases appropriately. It
performs the role of the mechanical commutator of a DC machine. For this reason
brushless DC motors are also called electronically commutated motors. The rotor
position needs to be detected at six discrete points in each electrical cycle, i.e. 600
electrical intervals for the commutation. The most common method of sensing the
rotor position is by using Hall effect sensors. A Hall effect sensor consists of a set of
Hall switches and a set of trigger magnets. The Hall effect switch is a semiconductor
device based on the Hall effect that opens or closes when the magnetic field is higher
or lower than a threshold value. A signal conditioning circuit integrated with the Hall
effect switch provides a TIL compatible pulse with sharp edges and high noise
immunity for connection to the controller. For a three-phase BLDC motor, three Hall
effect switches spaced 120° electrical degree apart are mounted on the stator. The
tngger magnets can be a separate set of magnets aligned with the rotor magnets and
mounted on the shaft in close proximity to the Hall effect switches. The rotor
magnets can also be used as trigger magnets. The Hall effect switches are mounted
close enough to be energised by the leakage flux at the appropriate rotor positions.
The digital signals from the Hall effect sensors are then decoded to obtain the threephase switching sequence for the inverter. High-resolution encoders or resolvers can
also be used to provide position feedback. But their cost being high, they are only
justified where sinusoidal drive is required. The ability to operate with just three Hall
sensors gives the trapezoidal brushless permanent magnet motor an edge over its
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sinusoidal counter part in low cost applications. It should be mentioned that PMSM
motors are sometimes operated with rectangular currents to minimize the cost of the
position sensor although the output torque waveform is far from the ideal because of
the mismatch between the motor and the inverter.

2.9 Torque Speed Characteristics

One of the drawbacks of the BLDC motor drive is its relatively high torque
pulsation. Its pulsating torque components can be classified as cogging and ripple
torques, which are produced by essentially different phenomena. Cogging torque is
produced by the reluctance variation caused by the stator slot openings as the rotor
rotates. It is space dependent, and exists even in the absence of any armature current.
It can be reduced by choosing a fractional slots/pole motor design [18] or by an
appropriate choice of the magnet width relative to the slot pitch. But any technique
used to reduce the cogging torque generally results in more ripple torque due to a
departure from the ideal trapezoidal induced emf. There are three main components
of ripple torque, one motor related and the other two inverter related. The motor
related component is produced by the non-idealites in the back-emf waveform. It is
desirable to minimize this component by designing the machine so that the crest of
the back-emf waveform is as wide and flat as possible. The inverter-related
components of ripple torque appear because of a departure from the ideal rectangular
current profiles due to the finite inductance of the machine windings. The first
inverter-related component is caused by the high frequency current ripple that is
present because of the current hysteresis or PWM control of the inverter. This
component is generally filtered out by the load inertia, and so is usually not a
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problem. The second component is the commutation torque ripple, which occurs at
every commutation instant. It develops because the sum of the currents in the offgoing and oncoming phases is almost never constant during the commutation
intervals. Commutation torque ripple appears as spikes and dips depending on the
rotor speed and source voltage [19]. Control techniques to minimize this component
generally involve using a current sensor in each phase [20]. The high frequency
ripple component is caused by the corresponding ripple in the phase current. The
back emf related component has a frequency that is six times the electrical
frequency, corresponding to the six conduction intervals in each cycle. The
commutation torque ripple appears as spikes in the torque waveform at every
commutation instant. At high speed, these ripples may be filtered out by the load
inertia, but at low speeds this can affects the performance of the drive severely. This
makes the BLDC motor drive unsuitable for high performance positioning
applications; where accuracy and repeatability would be compromised by torque
pulsations. BLDC motors are ideally suited for constant torque applications, as the
field excitation is fixed and the torque is proportional to the armature current.
However operation beyond the base speed in the constant power region as shown in
Figure 2.3 is also desirable in many cases.
Continuous capability.
Brushless DC motor

"Desirable"
characteristic for
traction
applications

Torque

Speed

Figure 2.3 Desirable torque speed characteristic of a
brushless DC motor and that available with a
BLDC in conventional current control
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Current control is based on the positive voltage difference between the supply
voltage and the line-to-line back emf. The back emf of the brushless DC motor is
proportional to the rotor speed. Hence as the speed increases, a point is reached
where the sum of the two back emfs of the conducting motor phases approaches the
amplitude of the DC link voltage. The reactance of the phases also increases with
speed, and the inverter gradually loses the ability to force the commanded current
into the motor phases. The phase current waveforms under this these conditions
differ considerably from ideal rectangular waveshapes. The inverter switches in this
case are in their on state during the entire 120° that they are active. The operating
envelope can be extended by field weakening, which is implemented by advancing
the phase angle of the currents relative to back emfs or in the case of an axial BLDC
some spacers can be used [12].

2.10 Summary

In a conventional permanent magnet dc motor, the torque speed characteristic is
linear, except for high torque levels, where armature reaction effects may become
significant. The term "brushless dc motor" is used to identify the combination of ac
machine, a solid state inverter, and rotor position sensor that results in a drive system
having a linear torque speed characteristic, as in conventional dc machine. The ac
motor has a three phase winding on the stator and permanent magnets on the rotor.
Motor operation is made self-synchronous by the addition of rotor position sensors
that control the driving signals for the solid-state inverter. In response to these
driving signals, the inverter directs current through the stator phase windings in a
controlled sequence. If the stator is fitted with a conventional three-phase winding,
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the motor has the construction of a standard permanent magnet synchronous machine
and operates as self controlled synchronous machine, or inverted dc motor with an
electronic commutator. The terminology
ID used in this area of drive technology is far
from consistent, but it is accepted in practice to reserve the term "brushless dc
motor" for a self-synchronous machine in which the air gap flux distribution and
counter emf waveform are approximately trapezoidal as in a conventional dc
machine. A number of significant advantages result from the elimination of the brush
gear, in particular:
Any possibility of sparking is eliminated, this allows the motor to be used in
hazardous environments and there is a considerable reduction in the RFI and
EMI which is generated.
. Maintenance costs are reduced, both for brush replacement and for problems
resulting from the dust which is generated by brush wear.
The speed-torque restrictions caused by commutation limit, as found in dc
motors are eliminated.
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3.1 Introduction

In general direct current to alternative current (DC-AC) converters can be classified as
hard-switching and soft-switching converters according to their switching
characteristics. In hard-switching AC-DC pulse width modulated (PWM) converters,
sudden changes in switch voltage and current waveforms cause severe switching losses
and EMI problems. High voltage and current peaks can also be observed during
switching transients, because of parasitic capacitance and stray inductance around power
devices [24-27,30,34]. Medium-power inverters have undergone significant changes.
One improvement stems from new power transistors such as insulated-gate-bipolar
transistors (IGBT's) with their increasing voltage, current capabilities and switching
frequencies. Reactive components i.e. (inductors and capacitors) may be added for
filtering out unwanted harmonics and for intermediate energy storage. For these reactive
components to be small, for transients to be held at bay and for strict harmonic
specifications to be met, the switching frequency of the inverter must be high. A
minimum switching frequency of 16 k}Iz is necessary in order to keep the filtering
within reasonable limit, and the acoustic noise from the motor above the audible range.

3.2 Soft Switched DC-AC converters

Soft-switching techniques have recently been applied in the design of DC-AC
converters, in order to achieve better performance, higher efficiency, and higher power
density. A substantial number of new topologies for different applications have been
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developed [28-33,35,37,42,43]. The topologies classifications are based on the location
of the resonant network (load, inverter bridge, and bus), the characteristic of switching
waveforms, (zero-voltage switching or zero-current switching), and the type of
resonance (series or parallel). Power switches are an integral part of any power converter
circuit. Unfortunately they are the major source of power dissipation in the circuit. This
power dissipation is caused by two features. One is conduction voltage drop in the
switch while the switch is conducting, the other is due switching. Some devices, such as
metal -oxi de- semi -conductor-controlled thyristor (MCT) and bipolar junction transistor
(BJT), have lower conduction drop, hence lower conduction losses. Other devices, such
as the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), and the metal -oxi de-semi -conductor field
effect transistor (MOSFET), have medium to high conduction drops, and hence medium
to high conduction losses. Switching of current in the presence of a voltage across it or
vice versa, commonly referred to as hard switching, causes power losses in the switch.
Switch-mode power conversion requires high frequency PWM operation to achieve
small size, low weight, and excellent dynamic performance of converters. Hard
switching results in significant switching losses per cycle, electromagnetic interference
(EMI) noise and switching stresses. At high switching frequencies, the total switching
losses of power devices and EMI become serious problems. High switching losses
reduce power conversion efficiency and result in the need for large heatsinks. The EMI
noise may perturb the normal operation of nearby electric/electronic equipment or
devices. To alleviate the difficulties associated with hard switching, the concepts of soft
switching were introduced. This technology has solved most of the problems associated
with high frequency operation of PWM power converters. In general in a soft-switched
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converter, power switches are commutated at voltage zero (zero voltage switching ZVS)
or at current zero (zero current switching ZCS) condition or both zero-voltage and zerocurrent switching (ZVZCS). With these methods, both switching losses and switch
stresses can be reduced. The following are usually claimed with respect to the operations
of the soft switching [28,31].
Higher efficiency;
.

•

Better device utilization
Reduced size of filtering elements
Higher power density

•

Reduced acoustic noise

• Reduced EMI
• Fast dynamic response
•

Reduced torque and current ripple

However, the operation of the soft switched-converters requires additional active and/or
passive elements. This introduces additonal cost and complexity. It is a very important
and practical issue to determine appropriate soft-switching techniques to meet specific
application requirements. In detennining which kind of soft-switching technique is most
desirable, the following system parameters should be taken into account [42,44,45].
•

The Voltage and current stresses on power devices imposed by the technique

• The extra loss caused by the auxiliary circuitry
•

The cost of the soft-switching technique

• The effective soft-switching range
•

The application of the soft-switched converter and its limitations, and
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•

The overall benefit vs. the cost of the extra circuitry.

The Zero Current Transition soft switched (ZCT) PWM was chosen for the work
reported in this thesis due to its good features [45]. The voltage and current ratings of the
active switches and all the diodes are lower. Each phase leg of the main circuit has a
corresponding auxiliary circuit to assist the ZCT operation. Therefore, each switch is
commutated independently so that any PWM scheme for hard switching counterparts
can be directly employed without modification. Since all the active switches are turned
on and off at zero current, power switches with long tailed turnoff currents, such as
power transistors and IGBT'S are good candidates for the ZCT topology.

3.2.1 Review of Soft-Switched DC-AC converters

The pulse width-modulated (PWM) DC-AC converter has been the main choice in
power electronics for decades because of its simplicity and its rugged control scheme.
Typical applications for (PWM) DC-AC converters can be found in uninterruptible
power systems, (UPS), variable speed motor drives, induction heating etc. Due to the
switching losses and the voltage and current limitations of semiconductor devices that
are currently available, the switching frequency of PWM converters is around a few
kilohertz when the power output is in the tens of kilowatts. However, power density and
circuit performance are improved with higher switching frequency. In hard switching
DC-AC (PWM) converters, the power devices are connected either to a stiff voltage
source, as in a voltage source inverter (VSI), or to a stiff current source, as in a current
source inverter (CSI). In the soft-switched topologies, a high-frequency resonant
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network is added to the conventional hard-switched PWM topology. The resonant
network can be composed only of passive elements L and C, or it can have additional
auxiliary diodes and/or switches. As a result, the voltage across and/or the current
through a switch will swing and may eventually cross zero, thus creating the soft
switching conditions. Therefore the resonant network shape the switch waveforms such
that the switching losses can be minimized. Since the waveforms are based on sinusoidal
resonance, they are less likely to exhibit uncontrolled overshoot, reducing stresses, and
the very high rates of change associated with square waves are avoided, hence the EMI
can be reduced. Depending on the resonant network scheme, different shapes of voltage
and current waveforms in the converter can be obtained. A topological classification is
shown in Figure 3.1 [42]. Some of the topologies are discussed below.
Load Resonant DC-AC converters
An LC resonant tank is added at the load side in series, parallel, or in a combination of
series and parallel LC schemes. Hence the Zero Voltage Switching or Zero current
Switching condition can be produced for the active switches on the inverter bridge. The
dc bus voltage waveform of the load resonant dc-ac converter is unaltered.
Resonant transition DC-AC converters
A resonant network is added to the inverter bridge, thereby creating the ZVS or ZCS.
The parasitics of the switches can be part of the resonant scheme. The input dc bus is not
altered.
Resonant link DC-AC converters.
The resonant network is connected between the input dc source and the inverter bridge.
Thus the input bus voltage is oscillating in order to create the soft switching conditions
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for the power devices. Thus the input buses of these resonant link converters are
different from the conventional PWM system.

Figure 3.1. Topological classification of DC-AC converters

3.2.1.1 The Evaluation of the Family of Zero Current Transition (ZCT) Inverters

The ZCT PWM topology is shown in Figure 3.2. It consists of a conventional PWM
converter and an auxiliary bridge circuit with series tanks L0, C0. Each switch of the
auxiliary circuit provides ZCT operation of the active switch on the corresponding phase
leg. The ZCT turn off of S1 in Figure 3.2(a) for example, is activated by turning on
switch Sxj in the auxiliary circuit. The resonant capacitor C0 of phase A is precharged to
V(.Th . After turn on of S'j a senes resonance between L(, and CO3 increases the inductor
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current i,and diverts the phase current 1, into the auxiliary circuit. The active switch Si
is turned off at zero current condition, and the remaining inductor current circulates
through diode D1. At t t1 , diode D4 starts to conduct current, while switch S1 is in the
off state. Auxiliary switch Sxi can be turned off any time between instants t1and t2, and
the body diode of the switch Sx2 takes over the resonant current. The resonant capacitor
1
is discharged to Vcm at time t2 and the circulating energy —00V
•

.

is stored in the

auxiliary circuit after resonant current i1 decreases to zero. The active switch Sj can be
turned on at zero current by the PWM control signal. The capacitive energy in the
auxiliary circuit is released through switch S1 and the body diode of Sxj. However, S1
does not conduct the load current i until the capacitor voltage V 0 swings back to Vcm
and reversibly blocks the diode of Sxj. The advantage of this ZCT PWM converter is the
minimization of voltage and current ratings of active switches. The energy circulating in
the auxiliary circuit is adjusted adaptively to the load current and not dissipated, which is
an improvement from the current pulse forced commutation circuit. Therefore, the peak
of the current is around 1.1 greater than that of the load current, thus the conduction
losses can be reduced in the auxiliary circuit. However the diodes of the inverter bridge
and the auxiliary switches are not subjected to soft switching at turn off. In fact theses
devices are turned off at load current and hence, the turn off losses can be a serious
problem due to hard reverse recovery.
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Figure 3.2 The ZCT inverter

3.2.1.1.1 The McMurray Impulse Commutated Inverter Circuit

The ZCT AC-DC inverter can also be viewed as a modification of the current pulse
forced commutation circuit, which has been used in SCR type inverters for high-power
applications [46]. In the current-pulse forced commutation circuit of Figure 3.3 (a) and
(b), also known as the McMurray inverter, the resonant tank L and C provides impulse
current to turn off the active switches at zero current conditions. However, the auxiliary
switches in the commutation circuit must be capable of reverse blocking, and their
voltage ratings are higher than the dc-bus voltage. Also two auxiliary switches and two
regenerative diodes are necessary to achieve zero current switching (ZCS) of the active
switches on each phase leg of the inverter bridge. To explain the theory of operation of
this converter we assume that initially the main thynstor TH1 is conducting the current
I to the load. Also suppose that the capacitor C is charged with its right hand terminal
positive with respect to its left hand terminal. The turn-off of thyristor TN] is achieved
by firing the auxiliary circuit THJ.The waveforms during commutation are shown in
Figure3.3 (b), the commutation occurring in three distinct stages. The load is assumed to
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be inductive enough for the load current I to remain sensibly constant over the period of
commutation. Firing thyristor THJ places the LC circuit in series with thyristor TH1
with the capacitor current i growing. At the end of the time period B, the capacitor
current equals the load current, causing thynstor THJ to turn off as its current attempts
to reverse. The capacitor current continues to grow, with the excess over the load current
being transferred to diode Dl as shown in Figure 3.3 (b). After reaching a peak, the
commutating current i, starts to decay, and a charge of reversed polarity builts up on the
capacitor. The capacitor voltage reverses, its current drops below the load current, diode
Dl ceases to conduct, and current is transferred to diode D2. To summarize the
conditions of Figure 3.3 (b), the current i must have a peak value somewhat greater than
the load current i0. The turn off of thyristor THJ is at the start of the conduction period
of diode Dl with its reverse voltage being the forward voltage drop on diode Dl. The
rate of change of voltage across thyristor THJ following this is high so a snubber circuit
is required in practice to limit this rise. A higher load current will mean an earlier
transfer of current to diode D2, with more charging current to capacitor C, giving
an
ID
eventual higher charge voltage which makes it easier to perform the next commutation.
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b) Operational waveforms
Figure 3.3 One-phase leg of the McMarray inverter
3.2.11.2 The Hua ZCT Inverter

The Hua ZCT inverter was developed for gate-controlled minority carrier devices such
as IGBTs, but its gating scheme is similar to the MacMurray inverter [47]. This is shown
in Figure 3.4. The auxiliary switch SX2 is turned on to achieve ZCT of the main switch
Si and the other auxiliary switch SXJ is turned on for the ZCT operation of the lower
main switch S2. The features of the Hua's inverter are:
Zero current switching for the main switches
Low voltage and current stresses of the main switches
• Minimal circulating energy
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Hard switching turn off of the diodes
Hard switching turn off of the auxiliary switches
The voltage across the auxiliary switches is equal to the bus voltage Vd
The auxiliary switch stresses are unbalanced
•

Resonant capacitor voltage is equal to the bus voltage

Vdc

a) Schematic
b) Gating scheme
Figure 3.4 One-phase leg of the Hua inverter
3.2.1.1.3 The Mao ZCT Inverter

The Mao ZCT inverter is an improvement on the Hua ZCT inverter. The ZCT inverter
of Hua does not solve the main switch turn on problems and requires auxiliary switches
to be turned off with high current and therefore are not suitable for high power
applications. The Mao inverter enables all main switches and auxiliary switches to be
turned on and turned off under zero current condition [48]. The zero current switching at
both turn on and turn off not only reduces switching losses significantly but also
eliminates the necessity of passive snubbers due to the much reduced switch stress. The
cost of the auxiliary switches can be reduced. This scheme is achieved by changing the
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gating scheme, which is turning SX1 on twice, at both turn on and turn off. One phase
leg of the Mao ZCT inverter is shown in figure 3.5.

vc

a) Schematic
b) Gating signals
Figure 3.5 One-phase leg of Mao ZCT inverter
3.2.1.1.4 The Improved ZCT Inverter
Each phase leg of the main circuit has a corresponding auxiliary circuit to assist the
ZCT operation. Therefore each phase leg of the main circuit can be controlled
independently without modifying the normal PWM scheme. In Mao's scheme half of the
auxiliary switches are overstressed while the other half are inactive at the same time.
This unbalance distribution is not good for thermal management of the devices. The
motivation for the use of the improved ZCT inverter is straightforward. Make full use of
these two auxiliary switches. The switch SXJ is trigerred for turning on Si and SX2 is
trigerred for turning off Si respectively. The circuit can also solve the diode reverse
recovery problem at the main switch turn on transition [45]. The improved ZCT inverter
retains the same benefits as the Mao ZCT inverter. In addition it realizes a balanced
stress distribution in devices and reduces the maximum resonant capacitor voltage. The
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Mao ZCT inverter can achieve diode ZCT turn off marginally in an ideal circuit but
loses diode ZCT turn off, practically [48].

3.3 Mathematical Analysis of the Improved ZCT Inverter

In order to simplify the analysis of the inverter we assume the inductance of the motor
is large enough to keep the load current constant during the transition intervals. Also we
assume the switches are very fast and their on resistance is negligible. We start in the
mode of conduction where the diode D2 of S2 conducts the load current. The eleven
topological stages are shown in Figure 3.6. The current i in the inductor tank is shown
in Figure 3.7. The voltage across the capacitor is v.

Vdo

Vdc

a) to —t1

b) t1—t2
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VdC

c) t., —t3

d) t3 —t4

Vcic

Vdc

e) t4 —t5

f) t5 —t6

voc
Vdc

cy

i

t6—t 7

h) t7 — t 8
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Vdc
Vdc

i) t5

t9

j) t9

t1

Vdc

k) t10 —t11
Figure 3.6 Topological steps of the commutation of the ZCT inverter
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Figure 3.7 Simulated current in the resonant tank inductor
Interval t o —t1
The capacitor is initially charged to +V0 =Vd with its left terminal being positive and
the initial current i in the tank circuit is nil. To minimize the turn on loss, we apply a
gate drive to the switch SX 1 at t = t0 . The equivalent circuit is shown in figure 3.6(a). A
resonant circuit is formed by the circuit, SX1, Lx,Cx and the body diode D2 of switch
S2.
By applying Kirchoff's Voltage Law (KVL) to the circuit we get:
v+L=O
dt

(3.1)

The solution of this differential equation is:
1 .1 =

V0
--sin w t

=Vcosw,t.

(3.2)
(3.3)
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Where,
Z==Wr

F~
'
L

_'

Lx WrCX

(3.4)

is the characteristic impedance, and (t), i s the resonance frequency.
1

(3.5)

Oir = .JL c

The current builds up in the negative direction, reaches a maximum and goes back to
zero again at the time t = t1 .
i(t1) =

V0 .

z

51flWr (ti

—t0 ) = o

v(t1 ) = V0 coswr (ti —t0 )

(3.6)
(3.7)

Interval 11 — t 2
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.6 (b). After time t = t,, the current builds up
in the positive direction and the body diode of the switch SX1 starts to conduct as
shown in Figure 3.6 (b). At time, t = t 21 i

reaches iload = 'd' the diode D2 stops

conducting and its current is commutated to the resonant circuit. At time t = t 2 the
resonant current i is:

jX (t2)

1d

=—

sinwr (t2 —t0 ).

(3.8)

The capacitor voltage goes negative with its maximum being when i = 0. At time
t = t 2 the capacitor voltage is still negative:
v (t 2 ) = V0 cos wr (t 2
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Interval t 2 —t 3
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.6(c). During this interval the diode D2, has
stopped conducting and the capacitor is charging linearly by the constant current in the
load. During this interval the current i and the voltage v are respectively equal to:
x

1d

(3.10)

tload

(3.11)

Vx = i
$Iddt= L t+Vx(t2)
C
C

At time t

=

(3.12)

v(t3 )=—(t3 — t2)+V(t2)
Interval t 3 —t 4

The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.6(d). The main switch Slis turned on, its
current goes up and the current i goes down. At time t

=

t4 , the current in the switch Si

reaches the load current and the current i falls to zero.
The equation of the circuit is:

Vd(

V —v(t3 )

z

-

ix —

v

=

+ VX +

Vd( + ZI d

Sfl (Dr t

Ldi
dt

=

sin Wt + 'd coswr t
(Vd(

-

-

(3.13)
(3.14)

v (t3 )) cos Wrt

(3.15)

V (t.))cos0)(t4 —t3 )

(3.16)

At t =
ix

=0
v(t4) = VdC + Z X 'd 5

The

turn

(0r(t4 —t3 )

(Vd(

-

on transition is finished.
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Interval

t4

-

The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.6(e). During this interval, the main switch Si
is conducting the load current 'd and the capacitor is charged to v(t5 )= -Vd if the time
is sufficient, and the current in the tank i
Interval t5

=0

-

To soft switch Si during its turn off transition we turn on SX2. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Figure 3.6(f). A resonant circuit is formed through the circuit Si SX 2, L and
,

Cx

.

The equation of the circuit is:
(3.17)

dt
-

—

V(t5 )

(3.18)

S1flCO,t+I COS(L)t

-

(3.19)

V = ZI d SlflWr t+V(t5 )COSWt

At time t = t 6 I i reaches I and the switch Si stops conducting.
'x (t6 ) =

—V

(t5)

z

V (t6 ) = Zid

Interval

t6

-

sin U) (t6

SiflU)

-

t5 ) + 'd cos co (t6 —t5) =

(t6 —t5 ) + Vx (t5 )CoSw (t6 —t5 )

(3.20)
(3.21)

t7

During this interval, the current

ix

continues to grow up to reach its maximum value and

falls again to 'd The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.6(g). The body diode of the
switch Si is conducting. At the end of this interval we have:
x

(t7 ) =

—

v (t6 )

z

v (t7 ) = Z14 sin

sin
r (t7

r (t7
-

-

t 6 ) + I cos r (t7

t6 ) + v (t6 ) cos wr (t7
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Interval t7

-

During this interval, Figure3.6 (h) the body diode has stopped conducting, and the
capacitor is charging linearly with the constant current

'd•

At time t=t8 we have

v (t8) =C f I ,+ v (t7 )

(3.24)

(3.25)

=

Interval t8 — t 9
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure3.6 (i). During this time the diode D2 starts to
conduct. A resonant circuit is formed SX 2, L
lx
Vx

-

VdC — v X (ts)

z

,

5jfl W,.

C, D2 and VdC .
(t) + 'd COS (Dr (t)

= VdC + ZId sin Wr (t) (VdC
-

-

(3.26)

v (t )) cosWr (t)

(3.27)

At t=t 9 we have.
x (t 9 ) =

Vdf — V(t8 )

z

sin Wr (t 9

-

t8 ) + 'd cos (Or (t9

v(t 9 ) = Vd( + ZI d sin (Dr (t 9 —t8 ) (VdC
-

-

-

t8 )

V x (tt ))CO5COr (t 9 —t8 )

(3.28)
(3.29)

Interval t 9 - t io
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.60). During this interval the current in the
auxiliary switch SX2is going negative and its body diode starts conducting. The current
and the voltage in the resonant circuit at the end of the interval are:
i(t10) =

VdC

'x(t9)

sin Wr(t10 —t9 ) + i (t9 )cosü(t10 —t9 )
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v(t10 ) = Vd( + Zi(t9)sin wr (t10 —t9 ) (VdC
-

-

V(t9))cos (Dr (t8

-

t9 )

(3.31)

Interval t 10 —t11
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure3.6 (k). During this interval, the body diode of
the switch SX2has stopped conducting, the current in diode D2is equal to 'd therefore
the current in the tank i is zero, and the voltage across the capacitor is equal to the
initial voltage and the circuit is ready for the next commutation.

3.4 Summary

The features of the four ZCT inverters are shown in Table 3.1. As can be seen the
improved inverter seems to have the best features which are the zero current transition at
turn on and at turn off, a balanced stress on the auxiliary switches, and the smallest
resonant voltage across the capacitor. All these features make it a good candidate for its
application in the control of a brushless DC motor.
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Table 3.1 Features of the ZCT inverters

Diode turn
off

MacMurray
ZCT inverter
Hard
switching

Hua ZCT
inverter
Hard
switching

Main switch
turn on

Zero current
transition

Main switch
turn off
Auxiliary
switch turn
on
Auxiliary
switch turn

Improved ZCT
inverter
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition

Mao ZCT
inverter
Almost zero
current
transition
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition
Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition

Hard
switching

Zero current
transition

Zero current
transition

2.5XVdC

V

VdC

VdC

Unbalanced

Unbalanced

Unbalanced

Balanced

2.5XVdC

Vd(

2XVdC

1.3XVd(

Zero current
transition with
reduced voltage

off

Auxiliary
switch
voltage

Auxiliary
switch stress
Resonant
capacitor
voltage
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4.1 Introduction

As stated before, the basic idea of zero-current transition inverter is to bring the
current in a device to zero prior to its turn off. For the three phase inverters in electric
vehicle propulsion systems it is expected that switching losses and diode reverse
recovery problems can be reduced by using ZCT. The difference in the gating
scheme makes this improved inverter much more effective than the other schemes
discussed in Chapter 3. A circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.1

S

Si

1r J

A
v1

Sx2 1 J

S3J

H

S51.J

B

Cl

Ll

-

SX

6uF
SX1J

oH

nH

S4

H

Motor

Figure 4.1 Circuit diagram of the ZCT inverter

4.2 The Improved ZCT Inverter Design Methodology

One can analyse the circuit operation by solving the LC 2

order differential

equations, step by step through all topological stages as shown in Figure 3.6
chapter 3. The state plane analysis presented in this chapter is a simple visualization
tool to analyse resonant converters which can also be applied to study this improved
ZCT inverter, in which the LC resonant circuit behaviour is a key part of its
operation [47,48,51,66]. By choosing the resonant inductor current I and the
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resonant capacitor voltage V, as the state variables, from the sequence of the
topological stages we obtain the state plane trajectory which is shown in Figure
4.2.The choice of soft switching frequency is mostly driven by the requirements of
the driver dynamic performance and reduction of audible noise. During resonance,
the state plane trajectory is part of a circle and the radius of the circle determines the
resonant tank energy and thus the associated conduction loss in the auxiliary circuit.
Ix

't7

T36
IXPkIVdc

tS

IL

---

NO

-

Figure 4.2 State plane trajectory of the ZCT inverter
In order to ensure the zero current turn off for the main switches, the resonant peak
current at the turn off transition, 'xpk' must be larger than the maximum load current
subjected to the zero current turn off

I

during the transition period t6

-

t7 .

This

period should be long enough that the remaining free carriers in the main devices
will be mostly recombined. For design purposes, one variable is defined as:

K=--

(4.1)

'
rfl2X

Another variable to be considered is the resonant time period
and

T0 . The quantities K

70 should make the turn off time be long enough to ensure that the device is

switched off without fail. The turn off time however should not be too long or large
control delays would be created. Typical values for
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vc

z=

(4.2)

Klmax
The resonant tank is then designed as:
=

zo

(4.3)

IT

and
L_

(4.4)

=_

zo -

During one switching period there are two intervals of time where the resonant
capacitor is charged linearly by the load current. These are t2

-

t3

and

t8

-

t9 . Two

other variables AV0 and AV0ff are defined corresponding to these two times:
Based on the geometry and the plane analysis, we get: [45-47]
AV0 =1-2ILxZ0

—1

AV0ff =1_(JK 2 _1) x IL x Z0

(45)
(4.6)

Where
'Ln

_'ad

(4.7)

-

'max

is the normalised current and
'max
Z0 =Z0 —
Vd(

(4.8)

is the normalized impedance. Typically in a practical circuit operation, the time
between

t2

-

t3 is short and AV0 is small. The necessary condition for the circuit

operating in ZCT mode is that the inequality AV

>—

0 must be satisfied. The physical

meaning is that the energy stored in the resonant tank must go back to the same
starting point after one switching cycle during steady state operation. The resonant
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capacitor voltage, which is greater than the battery voltage Vdc because of the stored
energy in the inductor, can be can be derived from Figure 4.2 and is normally equal
to:

/c + 1L

(4.9)

V Xfl =1+I /fl Z fl

(4.10)

Vx _
Where I is the load current.
With normalised values we have:

Normally

z

is designed to be about 0.3

0.4. Correspondingly the resonant

capacitor voltage stress becomes about 1.3-1.4 times Vd.
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Figure 4.3 Linear voltage variation at turn on (AVon)
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Figure 4.4 Linear voltage variation at turn off (AVoff)
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4.2.1 Design Rule

We suppose that the dc link voltage Vd, and the maximum load current subjected
to the ZCT turn off condition, 'max is given. Based on the normalized state plane
approach, a design rule can be generalized as: [65-67]
• Choose the value of K, which is defined in equation 4.1. The key of the
resonant tank design is to ensure that the main switches are turned off at zerocurrent condition. Therefore 'xpk must be greater than 'Load, correspondingly,
K is chosen around 1.3-1.8. The optimum value of K is that which requires
least energy.
• Choose the resonant time period I. It should be long enough to ensure that
the minority carriers in the device are properly recombined during the ZCT
turn off transition, but it should not be too long, otherwise, large duty cycle
loss may be caused. i, is normally chosen around 3-6tS.
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• Determine the normalized resonant tank impedance Z0 . According to the
necessary condition to achieve the ZCT operation, Z,,n can be determined by
the zero crossing zero point of the AVon curve in Figure 4.3. For example for
k=1.35 Zon should be taken as 0.35.
• The calculation of Lx and Cx are then calculated using equations (4.4) and
(4.5), and the characteristic impedance is:

zo — zon
-

(4.11)

'max

4.3 Optimisation of the Design

Using the state plane analysis trajectories in Figure 4.2 as a visual aid, an analytical
estimation is developed in order to obtain an insight into design optimisation of the
ZCT inverter. As stated before, the basic requirement is that the resonant current
peak at the turn off transition, 'xpk must be higher than the maximum load current
subject to the zero current turn off as 'max• Also as stated before to effectively reduce
switch turn off loss, the duration in which I is higher than the load current at turn
off transition T((rOfl) (t6 t7 ) should be long enough that the remaining free carriers in
,

the main devices will be mostly recombined. With

'L

= 'max we can derive from

Figure 4.2 that:
"tran) =T0 cos' (1/K)

(4.12)

The choice of To is device dependent. A long T(tran) can be achieved by either
increasing 'k or increasing To . The design objective is to minimize the total
conduction loss caused by soft switching action for a given T(rran). To simplify the
analysis the conduction power loss caused by soft switching is assumed to be
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proportional to the resonant current l. The voltage drop responsible for the
conduction power loss in the auxiliary circuit, denoted as V, is assumed to remain
constant in all operational stages. Besides, there is additional current caused by the
ZCT commutations through the main circuit, which equals 'm

-

I conducted by

either a main switch or the body diode. It is assumed that the main switches and
diodes have the same voltage drop, assumed to be

.

The expression for the total

conduction energy loss caused by soft switching in one switching cycle Etotai is
given by: [67]
E Qrd =2V(1+K+

K2

—1—c05 '(l/K)
h

)I m X(T0 I7t)

(4.13)

In a specific design with given V 'tran) and 'm' the design objective is reduced to
minimization of the total nonnalised energy loss E caused by soft switching as
follows:
Etotai

1+ K + (K2 —1

cos (1/ K))I(llh)

-

(4.14)

cos 1 (1/k)

E = 2VC Im tr) =

in a practical inverter, h is normally around 2 4 [65]. It can be shown that k should
be in the range of 1.5 to 1.7 in order to minimize E. However in the Figure 4.5 it
can be shown also that k can be selected within a relatively large range without
significantly increasing power loss. Another consideration in the selection of
K involves the resonant time penod T0 . This also controls the
•

•

di

of the diode

-

dt

current at turn off. With reference to Figure 4.2, the current 'xpk can be estimated as:
Vd — IZ o
xpk

zo

-
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Combining (4.12)with (4.1, and4.7-4.1O)Land Care calculated as:
L=

VdC

XT ()

(4.16)

2 xr(1 + K) x I.
x c0s' (1/K)

C=

XI

> (1+K)

(4.17)

2x7rxco5'(l/K)

Generally, the six switch inverter is designed with smaller L but larger C.
Table 4.1 gives the parameters of the inverter designed. The MOSFETs used are
IXFN 180N20 (180A1200V).

En

5
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h=2
3.5

h=3
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251.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.9

2.1

2.3

2.5

Design Variable k
Figure 4.5 Total normalised conduction loss of the
auxiliary circuit caused by the ZCT
inverter as a function of K.
Table 4.1 Parameters of the designed ZCT inverter
Resonant Tank Parameters
Tank inductor L

100 nH

Tank capacitor C

6 1iF

Resonant period To

4.86 j.iS
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4.4 SeLection of the Tank Auxiliary Switches

Since the auxiliary switch is activated only for a short time at the main turn on and
turn off conditions, its average current is very low. Meanwhile the auxiliary switch
needs to conduct a large, short duration current. Thus the device selection is based on
the peak current ability instead of the average current [41]. In fact the maximum
resonant current 'xpk of the ZCT inverter is approximately
J xpk

(4.18)

zo

One auxiliary switch is used only once in one switching cycle to assist either turn on
or turn off. So it has a lower average current. This is because the interval when the
auxiliary switch conducts is very short compared to the switching period. The
average and peak value are calculated using the state plane trajectory of Figure 4.2
and are shown in Table 4.2.The maximum values of current in the auxiliary switches
and their body diodes computed in Simulink are given in Table 4.3. Their simulated
voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Thus the auxiliary
switches in high power inverters must meet the following current requirements (high
peak, half sinewave of several microseconds pulse width range of T0 ).
Table 4.2 Auxiliary switches peak and average current expressions
Auxiliary switches

Peak values

Average values

1I Ln
T5

ir

Table 4.3. Auxiliary switches and their body diode Currents
Maximum current values
Auxiliary switch peak current SXJ
Body diode of auxiliary switch SXJ
Auxiliary switch SX2 peak current
Auxiliary switch body diode SX2 peak
current

From Simulink
560A
150A
282A
135A
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•

________________

Figure 4.6 Voltage and current waveforms across the auxiliary MOSFET SXJ

Figure 4.7 Current and voltage waveform across the auxiliary MOSFET SX2
The characteristic impedance Zo is also given by:

zo = L

r
(~L
'

(4.19)

In circular trajectories, the time elapsed between two points is proportional to the
angle subtended at the centre and the time elapsed for one circle equals the resonant
time period given by:
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T0 =2xLxC

(4.20)

In Figure 4.1, curve t0 —t 4 depicts the turn on transition of the ZCT. On the other
hand, curve t5

t10 in figure depicts the turn off transition of the ZCT.

-

4.5 Summary

A design aspect of the soft transition inverter with zero current is developed. Much
confusion can be encountered regarding the operation control, and design of these
ZCT inverters in high power applications. In order to achieve optimal efficiency over
the entire load range, the resonant tank parameters should be obtained with
reasonable trade-offs between switching losses and conduction losses. Resonant
component characteristics and power stage layout are critical for realising the
desirable soft transition, and should be investigated under practical conditions.
Selection of the auxiliary switches is based mainly on peak current handling
capability.
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5.1 Brushless DC Motor Control

The application of brushless DC motors, of all types, is becoming of considerable
importance in EV systems. This is largely due to the benefits that these types of
motor bring to the system, particularly in improvements in the reliability,
ruggedness, volume, mass and efficiency [10]. The control of brushless dc motors
depends on the ability to control the winding currents relative to the rotor's position,
to obtain the switching pattern shown in Figure 5.1. A BLDG is similar in
construction to a permanent magnet synchronous machine. PM brushless motor
drives have sinewave and square wave versions. The sinewave PM brushless motor
drive, also called the PM synchronous motor drive, is fed by sinewave current and
uses continuous rotor position feedback signals to control the commutation. On the
other hand, the square wave PM brushless motor drive, also called the PM brushless
dc motor drive, is fed by a square wave current and uses discrete rotor position
feedback signals to control the commutation. Since the interaction between square
wave current and trapezoidal magnetic flux in the motor can produce a larger average
torque product than that produced by sinewave current and sinewave magnetic field,
a higher average magnetisation of the magnetic material by a factor of around 1.3
will result [59]. Thus a PM brushless dc motor drive possesses higher power density
than the PM synchronous machine. The use of concentrated windings patterns in
conjunction with trapezoidal flux distribution results in a trapezoidal induced back
emf across each phase winding. Figure 5.1 shows the ideal back emf and current
waveforms of a BLDG. At any time only two phases of the motor winding carry
current. Each phase conduct for 120 electrical degrees in every cycle and
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commutation takes place every 600. This is known as six-step commutation or six
step control.

Figure 5.1 Ideal back emf waveforms and current waveforms of a BLDC
Figure5.2 shows a functional BLDC drive system with closed loop torque control.
The motor is star connected and requires only six power switching devices. The
active power switches can be any type of controlled power semiconductor switches
such as MOSFETs, IGBTs, BJT's and MCTs. The primary function of an EV
controller is torque control and therefore, a typical EV propulsion system is a
closed—loop torque control system. Since torque is proportional to armature current,
the torque control reduces to current control. The driver issues current commands
through accelerator and brake pedals. The speed of the motor is open loop controlled
according to the driver's command. When cruise control, which is optional in vehicle
designs, is required, a closed-loop speed control system with an inner current loop
can be employed, as shown in Figure 5.3. Here the speed error is used to control
torque. The position of the rotor determines the flow of current into and out of the
phases of the stator windings. Information about rotor position is obtained from Hall
effect sensors. Alternatives indirect position sensor can also be used. In the project
reported in this thesis only Hall effect sensors were used.
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Figure 5.2 A BLDC drive system with closed-loop torque control
Some of the major issues to be considered in designing the motor controller in an EV
propulsion system are [21]:
• System efficiency maximization (the best tradeoffs between motor and
inverter losses)
•

Motor torque output maximization

•

Flux level optimisation as a function of the requested performance

• Smooth torque control over the entire range in order to avoid the potential
excitation of resonance in the mechanical transmission
• Robustness versus parameter variation
• DC voltage and current limitation during regenerative braking
•

Stability over the entire speed range
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Figure 5.3 A BLDC drive system with two closed- loop control
5.2 Pulse Width Modulation

Pulse width modulation (PWM) is the method of choice in controlling power
electronic circuits. In PWM, the voltage consists of a series of pulses of variable
width. The average value of the voltage is controllable by varying the width of the
pulse. The switching frequency (repetition frequency for the PWM signal) is chosen
high enough so that the load cannot follow the individual switching events.
Switching rather than linear operation of the power semi conductors is done in order
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to maximize the efficiency. In a typical case, the switching events react only on the
average state of the switch. Modern electric drives and power supplies always
operate in switched mode. Popular methods of switching modulation include Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) using a ramp comparison technique, Hysteresis band
modulation, Delta modulation, etc (60-63). The regulation of the motor currents can
be achieved through the control of the duty cycle. For Hysteresis Band Modulation
and Delta Modulation, the switching frequency is not constant. In the ramp
comparison technique, the current error acts as the modulating wave and a triangle
waveform acts as a carrier wave. The advantage of such a system is that it forces the
inverter switching frequency to be the triangular waveform frequency. However this
method has its shortcomings. Multiple crossings of the ramp can become a problem
when the time rate of change of the current error exceeds that of the ramp. Hysteresis
current control is the simplest and most extensively used method. The hysteresis
comparator is used to impose a dead band or hysteresis around the reference current.
This scheme provides excellent dynamic performance since it acts very quickly.
An inherent peak current limiting capability is also provided. The operation of the
current loop is absolutely stable, as the actual current always follows the current
command. The main disadvantage of hysteresis current control with a fixed
hysteresis band is that the switching frequency varies with both motor speeds and bus
voltage. For applications where varying switching frequency is undesirable, an
adaptive hysteresis band current control PWM technique [64] or a switching
frequency feedback technique can be adopted to effectively overcome this
disadvantage.
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5.3 PWM With Bipolar Voltage Switching

A full bridge dc motor drive system can be used to model the BLDC drive system
in each 600 interval, shown in Figure 5.4. This model can be used since only two
phases of a BLDC carry current during its operation. In the Figure5.4, Em is the lineto-line back emf of the BLDC. R m and Lm are the line-to-line resistance and leakage
inductance of the motor windings respectively. PWM with bipolar switching and
PWM with unipolar switching are two typical PWM schemes. The operation of
PWM with bipolar voltage switching is illustrated in Figure5.5. The two diagonally
opposite switches (Si, S6) and (S3, S4) are treated as switch pairs. Two switches in a
pair are simultaneously turned on and off. The two switch pairs are switched
complementarily with a small dead time to avoid "shoot through" in a phase leg. The
output voltage swings between —VdC and +VdC voltage levels. In PWM with unipolar
voltage switching, the switches in the two legs are not switched simultaneously as in
the bipolar voltage switching. The bipolar voltage switching PWM scheme offers
very good dynamic performance due to the bipolar voltage. With unipolar voltage
switching PWM scheme the motor current may be discontinuous at light speed,
where the duty cycle is close to zero. On the other hand, with bipolar voltage
switching PWM scheme the motor current is always continuous even when the
average motor current is zero.
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Vd

Figure 5.4 A BLDC drive system modelled with an H bridge converter inside
each commutation interval of 600
With the bipolar voltage switching PWM scheme, when the motor is at standstill,
with zero back emf, and the duty cycle is 50%, although the average current is zero,
there exists regular ripple currents in the motor windings which results in a lubricous
torque. This lubricous torque is especially helpful in a servo motor system drive and
in a wide speed range motor drive system for excellent dynamic performance at very
low speeds. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6. However this characteristic is not
important to an EV drive system.
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Figure 5.5 PWM scheme with bipolar voltage switching
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Figure 5.6 PWM with bipolar switching 50% duty cycle.
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5.4 PWM With Unipolar Voltage Switching

In PWM with unipolar voltage switching, the switches in the two legs are not
switched simultaneously as in the bipolar voltage switching. Instead, only one switch
pair in one leg is pulse width modulating while one switch in the other leg is kept
constantly on. Let us consider only the legs 1 and 2 with the corresponding switches
Si, S4, S3 and S6 as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4. For the forward operation we
have S6 on for the complete 60° electrical degrees and Si and S4 are alternating
(PWM). We can respectively accelerate and brake with a positive back emf when the
current is positive or negative. This is done by applying a high or low average
positive voltage. If the voltage is greater than the back emf the current goes up, if it is
less than the back emf the current must decrease and can easily reverse direction and
regeneration occurs. If the motor goes in the other direction, the back emf changes
sign, and in order to increase the current negatively (as well as regenerating in
reverse) we need to apply an average negative voltage across the two windings in
series. We can do this by turning S4 on permanently for the whole 60° electrical
degrees and alternating (PWM) S3 and S6 The operation of PWM with unipolar
voltage switching is shown in Figure 5.7.
In summary PWM with unipolar voltage switching offers the advantage of lower
switching loss and lower current ripple, while PWM with bipolar voltage switching
offers better dynamic performance. To find out which scheme to use, the two PWM
methods were compared. The comparison results are shown in Table5.1.
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Figure 5.7 PWM with unipolar voltage switching(motoring mode, Continuous
current)
Table 5.1 Bipolar voltage switching and unipolar voltage switching PWM scheme
companson

Output
equation

Bipolar voltage switching Unipolar voltage switching
PWM
PWM
voltaae
di
di
Vd = Ea +
+ Ra (1)
Vd = Ea + L-2- + a Ra (1)
dt

_V d =E+L+iR(2)
Average
output
voltage
V0
Ripple current

0=E+L+1*R(2)

DVd

(2D-1) Vd

D=0-1
2V

D=O.5-1
V

(1

Number of executive
switches
Lubricous torque
Note

a

2

1

Yes

No

T
Duty cycle D=--,T0
Switching on time of S,
T_Switching_period.
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These results are obtained on following assumptions:
•

The motor operates in forward motoring mode. (Quadrantl).

. The armature current increases and decreases linearly in a switching
period.
• The armature current is in continuous mode unless otherwise specified.
• The on resistance and the forward voltage of the switches, and the
freewheeling diodes are zero
• The dead time between two complementary PWM signals is negligible
As efficiency is a very important criterion, while lubricous torque is less important
for EV propulsion, the BLDC drive system developed for the inverter project
reported in this thesis, we used a unipolar voltage-switching scheme. The frequency
of the fully on switch is around 300Hz, which is the maximum frequency of the
commutation, so it was decided to soft switch only the upper switches.
Four-quadrant operation of the BLDC (forward motoring, forward braking, reverse
motoring and reverse braking) can be achieved, by using the current command, the
motor revolution direction command and the rotor position. Both PWM strategies
and commutation schemes can have impacts on the performance of BLDC.

5.5 Summary
A BLDC drive system is discussed which deals to the applications in EV systems.
A comparison between bipolar switching voltage PWM and unipolar switching
voltage PWM is presented. From that a selection is made of the unipolar method, as
efficiency is very important in the design of the ZCT inverter discussed in this
project. A hysteresis current PWM control, which consists of controlling the ON and
OFF of the switches to keep the current within a band around the desired value is
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used. A current

j*

is the reference current waveform, i.e. the desired current, 2A1 is

the tolerance band, f= I-Al is the lower band, and I= I*+AI is the upper band.
Whenever the current crosses the upper band, a switch is opened allowing the current
to decay or discharge. Like wise whenever the current crosses the lower band, a
switch is closed, forcing the current to climb in amplitude or charges the inductance.
Clearly the rate at which the inductance involved charges or discharges influences
the rate at which the switching occurs. In a motor drive, where the voltage across the
inductance is a function of the difference between the supply voltage and back emf,
the switching frequency will be low at high and low speeds. The switching frequency
at low speeds can be decreased by increasing the tolerance band. However this will
increase the percentage ripple in the current. Some important aspects of this
hysteresis PWM scheme are:
• Precise current control is possible as the tolerance bandwidth is a design
parameter.
• The frequency at which switches change is not a design parameter. As a
result the switching frequency can vary by an order of magnitude or
more.
• Acoustic and electromagnetic noise is difficult to filter because their
respective spectral components vary with the switching frequency.
• This PWM method is more commonly implemented in motor drives
where motor speed and load are constant.
The new controller has the features of operating on hard switching, soft switching
with one switch or two switches pulse width modulated (PWM). For the control of
the Axial Flux Brushless DC Motor, the unipolar voltage-switching scheme is
preferred in order to improve the efficiency. As the commutation frequency of the
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lower switches is 300Hz, the lower switches need not to be soft switched. However,
if the Mao's circuit is adapted for the control of the AFBLDC, three auxiliary
switches can be saved at the expense of an unbalanced stress on them and a higher
resonant voltage capacitor
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6.1 Introduction

The new controller is implemented as shown in Figure 6.1. It uses a closed loop
current control, shown in Figure 5.2, with the addition of three soft switching units.
Each of the unit controls one phase of the ZCT inverter. After leaving the
commutation logic unit whose role is to apply the current to the correct windings, in
the correct direction, at the correct time, each signal goes through the soft switching
unit, in order to soft switch the desired MOSFETs to be controlled. The current band
is set to be 6A, which gives a maximum switching frequency of 22 kHz. This occurs
at half motor speed. In order to view the performance of the ZCT inverter, it is
simulated using the Matlab Simulink package. A block diagram of the MATLAB
simulation is shown in Figure 6.2. It consists mainly of a gate drive decoder, three
soft switching blocks, the permanent magnet synchronous machine with its DEMIJX,
the position sensors block, a phase current selection block and the hysteresis current
control unit. Some of these blocks are discussed below.
To simulate the brushless DC motor using the simulink package the permanent
magnet synchronous machine with sinusoidal flux distribution from the power
system blockset library was used. The stator windings are connected in Wye to an
internal neutral point. The first three inputs are the electrical connections to the
machine's stator. The fourth input is the mechanical torque at the machine's shaft
(Simulink signal). This input should normally be positive because the PMSM is
usually used as a motor. The block outputs a vector containing the following ten
variables (all currents flowing into the machine):
•

1-3: line currents l a, ib and i in A.

• 4-5: q and d axis currents i and 1dl A.
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.

6-7: q and d axis voltages Vq and vd, in V.

•

8: Rotor electrical speed w, in radls

• 9: Rotor electrical angle ee in degrees
10: Electromagnetic torque Te, in N.m
The values of the parameters of the machine resistance, and the inductances are
taken respectively as (R= 0.028 f, L =182 1.iH). Three trapezoidal constant currents
with a crest of 120 electrical degrees interval supply the machine. Hall effects
sensors are used to capture the position of the rotor to eventually energize the correct
phases. To realise the Hall effect signals an angle of rotation between 0 to 360
degrees is required. This was implemented by using the angle in rdls. The angle was
divided by 27t. The remainder function was used to be able to get an angle between 0360 degrees. The answer from the function was multiplied by 360 degrees before it
was subtracted from 360 degrees. So, the output of this is an angle between 0-360
degrees

Phase A Control
Soft Switching
Reference
Current
Iref
Comrriutation
Logic

Phase B Control

Soft Switching

--

Position Sensors
Soft Switching

Figure 6.1 Block diagram of the ZCT inverter
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Figure 6.2 MATLAB control block diagram of the controller
6.2 Position Sensor Block

Signals from the three Hall effect sensors signals are processed through logic gates
according to Table 6.1. HE1, HE2 and HE3 represent the three Hall effect sensors
and Si through S6 are the main power MOSFET switches. A number one in the table
means the signal from the Hall effect sensor is high and a number 0 stands for it
when it is low. Its Simulink block diagram is shown in Figure 6.3
Table 6.1 Logic Hall effect signals
HE1
HE2
Si
HE3
S2
0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

A±

1

0

0

A+

0

1

______

1

S3

S4

B+

A

S5

S6

C+
C+

B

______

______

C
C

B+
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A subscript +(positive) means the current is going out of a phase and a subscript

-

(negative) stands for the current going into the phase. These Hall effect signals are
used to generate the gate pulse signals directly to the lower side switches, however
they go through a soft switching unit to generate the gate pulses to the upper
switches.

Lonstant/

0perator6

Figure 6.3 MATLAB control block diagram of the Hall effect sensors represented
with logic gates
6.3 Phase Current Selection Block

The logic gates are used here to determine the positive direction of the current.
This is done in order to be compared with a set positive reference current for torque
control. It uses all three Hall effect signals. The logic equations of the positive
current direction in the three phases are computed using the Table 6.1 and are:
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A=HE1xHE3
B

(6.1)

HE2xHE3

(6.2)

C =HE1xHE2

(6.3)

=

A block diagram of the phase current selection block is shown in Figure 6.4

Figure 6.4 MATLAB control block diagram of
the phase selection block
6.4 The Actual Current Implemented by Logic Gates
The actual current is implemented using the logic gates and a multiport switch
which choses between a number of inputs. The first (top) input is the control input
and the other inputs are the switch input. The inputs numbered 1,2, and 3 are used to
determine which phase current (A+, B+ or C+) will flow through the switch i.e. the
actual current. Figure 6.5 shows the block diagram of the actual current implemented
by logic gates.

MItport

Swim,

Figure 6.5 MATLAB control block diagram of the
actual current implemented by logic gates
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6.5 Gate Drive Decoder

The equations of the switches are shown in the equations 6.4-6.9. These equations
are written in order to allow the ZCT inverter to work in hard switching and in soft
switching. The gate signals are applied to the appropriate switches Si to S6. The
block diagram of this unit is shown in Figure 6.6. To avoid any shoot through in the
MOSFETs, a dead time of 1iS is implemented using an RC circuit shown in
Figure 6.7.

LCcaI

Figure 6.6 MATLAB control block diagram of the gate drive decoder

J,1

I

_J--q

Re~

Rey

CVS

cp
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Figure 6.7 MATLAB control block
diagram of the dead time
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Si

=

(HE! x HE3) x PWM

S2 = (HElxHE2)+(HE1xHE2)x(PWM x S)
S3 = (HE2 x HE3) x PWM

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)

S4 = (HE! x HE3) + (HE! x HE3) x (PWM x S c )

(6.7)

(HE1xHE2)xPWM

(6.8)

S5

=

S6 = (HE2xHE3) + (HE2x HE3)x(PWM x S c )

(6.9)

6.6 The Soft-Switching Unit

The implementation of this unit is done by using logic gates and flip-flops.
This block utilizes the following conditions for each phase of the ZCT inverter. Its
Simulink block diagram is shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8 MATLAB control block diagram of
the soft switching unit

The auxiliary switch SXJ is set if the control Voltage (V 0 ) which, is coming from
the commutation logic unit exists (edge Trigger).
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When the resonant load tank current I, is greater than is the load current I (Ix>Id) we
have:
SXJ is reset with a falling delay edge of 0.5 iS.
The main Switch Si is set with a rising delay edge of 11iS if V,,n exists.
Si is reset if V,,,n does not exist with a delay of 1iS in its falling edge.
The last condition is:
Auxiliary switch SX2 is set if Si is on and V,on does not exist.
SX2 is reset if Ix<0 and the capacitor voltage (V) is greater than the battery voltage
Vbanery. The Simulink block diagrams for each switch are shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10,
and 6.11.
LogcI

peTalof

7R
e on a
O per t

OR

Oper
Shtdon

L.oicI
Oprathr2

Figure 6.9 MATLAB control block
diagram of switch Si

Figure 6.10 MATLAB control block diagram
of auxiliary switch SX]
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Figure 6.11 MATLAB control block diagram of
auxiliary switch SX2
6.7 MATLAB Simulations Results

The currents in the three phases of the ZCT inverter are shown in Figure 6.12.
During the commutation of the current from one phase to another, there is a small dip
of current in the third phase. Figures 6.15 to 6.17 show the gate pulses for the
auxiliary switches SXJ and SX2 and the main switch Si, which are for one phase. It
can be observed that SXJ is switched during the turn on of the switch Si and SX2
during its turn off. Figure 6.18 shows the current in the resonant tank I. This current
takes about two cycles to settle down. It maximum value is around 600A and it
occurs at turn on, ie during the switching of the auxiliary switch SXJ. The maximum
resonant current at the turn off transition is about 260A i.e. during the conduction of
SX2. Figure 6.19 shows the voltage across the tank capacitor. The maximum voltage
of 115V across the capacitor occurs at the turn off transition, and is about 1.2*Vbattery.
The simulated state plane of the inverter of Figure 6.20 shows a different cycle
during the period of initial transition, and after that the cycle repeats to itself.
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Figure 6.12 MATLAB Simulated currents of ZCT inverter
JJJ

Figure 6.13 MATLAB simulation showing the hysteresis band of the current
Si_Scope

Figure 6.14 MATLAB simulated voltage and current in the main switch Si
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Figure 6.15 MATLAB simulated pulses of the auxiliary switch SXJ
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Figure 6.16 MATLAB simulated pulses of the main switch Si
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Figure 6.17 MATLAB simulated pulses of auxiliary switch SX2
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Figure 6.18 MATLAB simulated current of the tank circuit

Figure 6.19 MATLAB simulated voltage of the tank circuit
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Figure 6.20 MATLAB simulated state plane of the ZCT inverter

6.8 Summary

A thorough simulation of the ZCT inverter is conducted using MATLAB. It gives a
good insight on how the controller will work especially the soft switching part of it.
As can be seen from Figure 6.19, the maximum voltage across the tank capacitor
occurs during the turn off transition, whereas the maximum current in the tank
inductor occurs during the turn on transition. The results from these simulations
confirm the design parameters of the high power inductor as well as the
specifications of the capacitors and the power MOSFETs. The input current in the
inverter is assumed to be constant with a value of 150A and its input voltage is a DC
voltage of 96V. The current through and the voltages across each switch are
computed. From these the average power during each period in each switch is
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simulated. The output power worked to be 13.64 kW for an input of 14.4 kW, which
gives an efficiency of 94.7%.
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7.1 Introduction

Inductors are present in almost every power electronic circuit. They serve as a filter
in buck converters, and as an energy storage component in boost converters. They
create sinusoidal variations of voltage or current in resonant converters, limit the rate
of change of current in snubber circuits, and limit transient current transitions. Unlike
other electronic components such as capacitors and resistances, inductors are
generally not available from suppliers in the required sizes and ratings. Inductors
have a significant effect upon the overall performance and efficiency of the
converters. Because of the interdependence and interaction of parameters, judicious
tradeoffs are necessary to achieve design optimization. At high power levels, secondorder effects such as fringing flux and leakage flux become significant. Issues like
high localization of flux within the cores, high-level leakage flux, high levels of EMI
and low utilization of the cores become of concern, and it is often difficult to find a
good compromise. In high power and high frequency applications, inductors can be
air-gapped ferrite cored, powdered iron cored with a distributed and non-adjustable
air-gap, or air-cored. Cores and wire sizes come in discrete values, and the energy
losses in an inductor are not a linear function of flux or current levels.
In the design of the inductor the following are important considerations:
•

Selection of the appropriate inductor core

•

Selection of the optimum core configuration and winding layout

0

The peak flux density must not saturate the core

Nei
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72 Design Criteria

When designing an inductor, the maximum current which flows through the
inductor, its inductance, and the maximum flux density allowable in the core are to
be considered. For a zero-current transition inverter the maximum current in the
resonant tank occurs during the period when the auxiliary switch SX1 conducts as
shown in Figure 71 In the design considered the value of the maximum current in
the tank circuit is 600A, and the inductor has a value of I OOnH.
Current in the Inductor
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Figure 7.1 Simulated current in the tank circuit
With these parameters, the energy stored in the inductor is 1 8mJ. With a safety
margin of 20% for the energy storage, we end up with the following design data.
Design current I

max

660A

Resonant tank inductance

1 00nH

Maximum energy storage W

ax

22mJ
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7.3 Inductor Cores

Kool M1i cores are distributed air-gap toroidal cores made up of from nickel and
iron powder (approx 50% of each). These cores possess many good magnetic
characteristics, such as high resistivity, low hysteresis and eddy current losses,
excellent inductance stability after high DC magnetisation or under high DC bias
conditions. The distributed air-gap allows the core to store higher levels of magnetic
energy compared to other magnetic cores such as ferrites with discrete airgaps. This
characteristic allows a higher-level DC current to flow through the inductor before
the inductor saturates. The near zero magnetostnction alloy makes Kool Mji ideal for
eliminating audible frequency noise in filter inductors [71]. In high frequency
applications, core losses of powered iron, for instance, can be a major factor in
contributing to undesirable temperature rises. Kool M.t cores are suitable because
losses are significantly less, resulting in lower temperature rises. Therefore those
cores will offer a reduction in core size over powered iron cores. The 10,500 gauss
saturation level of these cores provides a higher energy storage capability than can be
obtained with gapped ferrites of the same size and effective permeability. In the
presence of significant ripple, these cores perform better than powdered iron cores,
as they will produce less heat.
The core chosen in this project is: 77 206-A7
77: Base product number (77= Kool MM).
206: Catalogue number (designates size and permeability).
A7: Type of core finish. A7 is Black Finish, AY is Parylene-C
For the inverter of this project, the resonant switching frequency is designed to be
205

kHz. A high frequency core material is needed for the inverter. Because of the

Ii]
rsxsi
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high frequency and large current, powered iron cores or magnetic alloys are very
suitable for our inductor. For good magnetic steel, the saturation level is about 2 T.
For typical ferrites, Bsat is about 0.3T. Powered iron cores and other magnetic alloys
can operate to least at IT.
The maximum energy that can be stored with a given magnetic core is:
W max

= B2 SW

Lcore A

(7.1)

2ji

This energy is proportional to the core volume. In most practical cases the easiest
way to make the maximum energy a significant amount is to include an air gap in the
magnetic circuit. The air gap volume Vgap , divided by

tO

determines the maximum

energy, and
147max =

0.5B 2 sarV gap
'U0

(7.2)

An alternative way to store a large amount of energy for a given magnetic core is to
use a magnetic material with a lower permeability. As the maximum energy to be
stored in our inductor is relatively small (22mJ), and the value of the inductor is also
very small at 100nH, a toroidal core with a low relative permeability of 26 is chosen.

A toroidal core is a good choice because the shape tends to minimize leakage flux, it
is easy to mould, cheap, and the number of turns will be relatively low. The five
available permeabilities were used to calculate the volume of the core for the desired
stored energy of 22mJ and the results are shown in Table 7.1. The smallest core is an
obvious choice as long as the total number of turns fits in, and it does not saturate.
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Table 7.1 Volume of the cores for different permeabilities
Kp. Cores
Permeabilties
26u
60u
75u
95u
125u
Maximum energy in
the Inductor
22mJ
22mJ
22mJ
22mJ
22mJ
Volume of the core 1.23cm3 2.84cm3 4.26cm3 13.55cm3 15.92cm3
The chosen core Kool M1i 773 12-A7 has the following characteristics shown in
Table 7.2. .t is the relative permeability
Table 7.2 Core Kool Mi 773 12-A7 characteristics
26
Window Area
1.41 cm2
19±8%,
AL
Cross Section
0.331 cm2
Path length
5.67cm
Volume
1.88 cm
Weight
0.8x11.5m
Area Product
0.464 cm
Winding Factor lengthlturn
100%
4.29cm
60%
3.67cm
40%
3.07cm
20%
2.80cm
The maximum energy that can be stored in this core is calculated to be 31.7mJ.
An important consideration in designing high frequency inductors is eddy current
effects in the conductors. These effects include skin-effect losses and proximityeffect losses. Both effects can be controlled by the use of conductors made up of
multiple, individually insulated strands, twisted or woven together, known as Litz
wire. Optimisation of magnetics design can be done to minimize the volume loss,
cost, weight, temperature rise, or some combinations of these factors. For example in
the design of magnetic components for a solar powered race vehicle an optimal
compromise between loss and weight is important.
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7.4 Skin Effect

At higher frequencies, alternating current flowing in a wire travels near the surface,
because of the rapidly changing magnetic field. The end result is that the current uses
only a portion of the wire, giving an apparent increase in the resistance of the wire. A
parameter called skin depth, S, is used to derive an estimate of the impact of skin
effect on the effective conductivity of a round conductor. This depth is the distance
from the surface of a conductor towards its centre at which the current density falls to
36% (lie) of the value at the surface. As a general rule, if the skin depth is larger
than the radius of a conductor, skin effect will not cause significant reduction in the
conductivity of the conductor. The skin depth can be calculated as:

M
O

1
irxfx1uxa

(7.3)

Where a is the conductivity and 1u is the permeability of the conductor, and f the
frequency of the sinusoidal current. For copper at 25°C, a = 57.54x 106 Sim and u
is the same as free space permeability ji

=

4x.irx10 7 TmIA. Using these

parameters and considering a switching frequency of 25 kHz the skin depth can be
calculated to be 0.419 mm, therefore the diameter of the conductors should be kept
below 0.839 mm (19AWG) and the skin effect will not be significant.

7.5 Proximity Effect

Proximity effect is the phenomena where high frequency current tends to flow in
patterns other than homogeneously, due to the magnetic field established by nearby
current carrying conductors. This generation of eddy currents is termed the proximity
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effect because we consider the eddy currents in a specific conductor or winding layer
caused by the magnetic fields of the other current carrying conductors in proximity to
the given conductor. These eddy currents are in addition to those described by the
skin effect. Litz wire is used to combat this problem. In a Litz wire winding,
proximity effects losses typically dominate over skin-effect losses [70]. The
proximity effects may be further divided into internal proximity effect (the effect of
other currents within the bundle) and external proximity effects (the effect of other
currents outside the bundle, as for example in other layers of the winding)

7.6 Litz Wire

Litz wire is made up of numerous strands of insulated wires either twisted or
braided into a uniform pattern and joined only at both ends. These wires form the
complete conductor. Litz wire sizes are often expressed in abbreviated format which
is: NIXX, where N=the number of strands and XX=the AWG American Wire Gauge
size of each strand. The idea is that as each wire only carries current on the surface of
the wire, a number of small wires that all carry current on the surface will combine to
give the same low resistance as an equivalent solid wire carrying direct current. Litz
construction is designed to minimize the power losses exhibited in solid conductors
due to "skin effect". Litz constructions counteract this effect by increasing the
amount of surface area without significantly increasing the size of the conductor.
Generally speaking, construction composed of many strands of finer wires are best
for the higher frequencies applications. Polyurethane-Nylon is the film most often
used for insulating individual strands because of its solder-ability.
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7.7 Conduction Loss Theory

For minimum loss in an inductor, typically the bobbin should be full of wire. For
solid conductors with dc resistance ROC carrying a dc current I the conduction loss
is:
I I)

LOSS

DC

-

(7.4)

However, due to skin and proximity effects the ac resistance of a conductor is larger
than its dc resistance. Further, the use of litz wire increases the dc resistance of the
wire compared to the dc resistance of a solid conductor with the same diameter, since
the actual copper cross sectional area is reduced, some of the copper being replaced
by insulating material.

7.7.1 KAC Ratio

For a conductor with dc resistance RDC and a sinusoidal current with rrns
amplitude 'AC the conduction loss is:
FLOSS

-1

(KACRDC)

(7.5)

Where KAC is the ratio of the ac resistance to the dc resistance. It can be shown that
for litz wire inductors [72].
7

K AC

1+

7

7

7

oNnd 6 uC

768p2 Cub 2 C

(7.6)

Where w is the radian frequency of the sinusoidal current, n the number of strands
in the Litz wire, N is the number of the inductors turns, c/CU is the diameter of the
copper in each strand, pc,, is the resistivity of the copper conductor, bC is the breadth
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of the window area of the core, and C is a factor accounting for the field
distribution, normally equal to 1. [70-72]
For the inductor of our design the current distribution is alternating but not sinusoidal
and has a dc offset. The effective frequency, Weff can be found using this formula
[72]

Weff =

I

-

AC

(7.7)

7DC +IAC
wCi

Where 'AC is the rms current, and 'DC is the dc offset. For the inductor considered
the
(Lieff

parameters for

'DC

= 60.4A,

= 1 10A,

'AC

and the w = 20kHz

gives

=17.56kHz.

7.7.2 kDc Ratio

When Litz wire is used, some of the cross-sectional area of the wire is occupied by
insulation since the strands are insulated from each other strand. In addition air (due
to non-perfect packing) and filler material occupy some fraction of the area. Again
each strand is longer than the length of the Litz wire due to twisting. These factors
directly affect the dc resistance of the Litz wire.
The dc resistance factor KDC is the ratio of dc resistance of the Litz wire RL!7_ZDC to
the resistance of a hypothetical solid conductor with the same diameter RSQ1d _DC

DC

-

RLI

DC

-

RSOjld _DC

Ell

FdLzyz
,

dCn

(7.8)
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Where dLfl_z is the Litz wire diameter,
strand length due to twisting, and

F, is the factor accounting for the extra

is the diameter of the copper in one strand used

in the Litz wire.

7.7.3 kTOT Ratio

The total resistance factor KTQT is the product of KAC and KDC. Thus the total
power loss for Litz wire carrying current
LOSS =

I is:

' I

ATOT SOLID-DC

7.8 Inductor Configurations

As stated before, only two turns of wire are required for our inductors. Two
configurations were used as shown in the Figure 7.2. One is to use the two inductors
side by side and the other is to use them in an 8-shaped configuration. The Side by
side configuration should have more inductance, as there is more flux linkage
between the turns.
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Figure 72. Configurations of the inductor:
a) 8-Shaped
b) Side by Side
According to the data sheet of the New England Electric Wire Corporation
(NEEWC) of the recommended wire gauge to be used for various frequencies, a wire
of 42AWG should be used for frequencies range of 200kHz to 350kHz. As the wire
gauge already calculated using the skin effect formula is 19AWG, the switching
frequency of the inverter considered here is 20kHz, its resonance frequency and
effective frequency are respectively 205kHz and 17.56kHz, a wire of 42 AWG which
already exists in the laboratory, which more than meet the requirements was used. Its
construction specification is: 5x3/44/42. The construction of this wire is that 44
strands are bundled together; three bundles of 44 strands are made and twisted in five
bundles that give a number of strands of 660. Because the rms current of the tank
circuit is 11 IA, seven bundles have been used. A die is made of a compact disk (CD)
to wave the wires.
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7.9 Inductor Measurements

In order to measure the inductance of the tank circuit, which is less than the
microhenry level, the circuit shown in Figure 7.3 is used.

Li

Pulse Generator

Figure 7.3. Resonant circuit for the inductor measurement
A ceramic capacitor of 6uF, which is the value designed for the tank circuit, is used
in a parallel resonant circuit. The frequency is increased until resonance using two
and three turns, then the inductance is derived. The results are shown in the Table 7.3
Table 7.3 Inductance measurements in (nH)
Number of Turns

Calculated
Inductance (nH)

Measured
Inductance
(8-Shaped) (nH)

2
3

76.2
171.63

160
330

Measured
Inductance
(Side by side)
(nH)
210
370

When one turn is used, the inductor has a value of 90nH. The measurement is done
with the resonant circuit instead of a bridge, which is very accurate for the
measurement of small inductances. During the testing of the inverter, two turns will
be used during the first testing of the inverter. From the measurements, the calculated
core loss and resistance are respectively 8.8W and 50pk. Kool MM cores are suitable
for the resonant inductors, because they typically saturate at about 1.05 T and offer
low losses at high frequency. The design objective is to minimize the inductor losses.
With the conductor loss being negligible, the core losses are the major source of
inductor losses. The toroidal core is used to minimize the leakage flux. The measured
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values of the inductance show that the results are bigger than the calculated ones.
The calculations were done on the basis that the core is not saturated. Every effort is
taken in order to make the inductor geometry look as neat as possible and have the
flux evenly distributed. Because of the high power the leakage flux cannot be
avoided. These create new paths for the flux and thus increase the inductance. The
core is also exposed to discontinuous and non- sinusoidal flux waveforms. The
number of turns is small, the window is not completely used. AU of these contribute
to a difference between the calculated values and the measured ones. Also in the 8shaped configuration the flux in the turns is opposed to each other resulting in lower
leakage and lesser deviation from the calculated value compared to the side-by-side
configuration in which leakage is larger.

7.10 Summary

At high power levels, second-order effects such as fringing flux and leakage flux
become significant issues when designing inductors. Another important
consideration in designing high frequency inductors is eddy current effects in the
conductors. These effects include skin-effect losses and proximity-effect losses. Both
effects can be controlled by the use of conductors made up of multiple, individually
insulated strands, twisted or woven together, known as Litz wire. In the design, the
core Kool Mt (77 206-A7) was chosen because it possesses many good magnetic
characteristics, such as high resistivity, low hysteresis and eddy current losses. This
distributed air-gap allows the core to store higher levels of magnetic energy
compared to other magnetic cores such as femtes with discrete airgaps. The
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maximum saturation level of this core is 10,500 gauss. A resonant circuit was used to
measure the value of the inductance.

Chapter 8
Implementation of the Hardware

Chapter 8 Implementation of the Hardware

8.1 The Power Block

The ZCT inverter was built according to the design. All the major power handling
devices are mounted on one heats ink as shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1 Picture of the power block with all the components
The major inverter devices and components are listed below:
•

Main devices MOSFETs IXFN 1 80N20

•

Auxiliary devices MOSFETs IXFN 1 80N20

• Resonant capacitors luF snubber capacitors: Type RBPS rated 1250VDC
(550VAC@60Hz), IRMS

22 A.

• Resonant inductor 100nH. One magnetic core Kool Mt (77 206-A7) is used
in each inductor.
•

Two current transducers LTS 25-NP in each phase.

• Three bus electrolytic capacitors (4700 1iF)
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The three bus electrolytic capacitors are mounted on the left-hand side of the
heatsink, which are not shown in the picture for reasons of clarity. The main and
auxiliary MOSFETs characteristics are: VDSS = 200V, 'D

= 180A, RDs(0fl) =

10 m

tjT < 250nS.
The computed RMS current in the resonant circuit is 110 A. Six capacitors are
mounted in parallel to share this current. As the resonant frequency is high at 205
kHz, as also is the nominal current in the motor, 1 50A, a current transducer for this
application is very expensive. The solution is to use a current transducer with a small
primary nominal RMS current and high frequency bandwidth The six current
transducers used in this project have a primary nominal RMS current (JPN) of
25Ampere turns (At) and a frequency bandwidth varying from DC to 200 kHz, The
current is carried in 7 parallel conductors with a sensor on only one of the parallel
paths. The sensors are active, so that they do not introduce an increase of inductance
on the path on which they are sited.

Figure 8.2 Picture of the power block of the inverter with the inductors removed
In the lay out of Figure 8.2, there are three L shaped copper legs, which correspond
to each phase of the inverter. The six main switches are connected to these legs. On
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the left hand side of each leg, there are two other MOSFETs, which are the auxiliary
switches. So each phase leg has four MOSFETs and is controlled separately. To
reduce the EMI, the gate driver boards are placed close to their corresponding main
switches. As the MOSFETs already exist in the laboratory it was decided to use the
same MOSFETs for the auxiliary and main switches.

8.2 The Control Circuits

To control the inverter three identical softswitching circuit boards and one
commutation board are constructed as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. One soft
switching board is used to control each phase and is mainly composed of:
• Two Butterworth 4th order filters to filter the current measurement signals
coming from the current transducer in the tank circuit and in the
corresponding phase of the motor for its setting and comparison purposes.
A programmable logic device (PLD) GAL22RA lOB which is the heart of
the soft switching unit. It directs the pulses to the appropriate MOSFETs
for soft switching purposes.
Eight Comparators LM3 111 for comparison purposes and four delay
circuits (one for the rising edge and the three for the falling edge) for
avoiding any "shoot through" in the MOSFETs.
As it should be noted, the operational amplifiers the LM 348, and the iA 741 in the
soft switching circuit could not cope with the final design of the resonant frequency
of the tank circuit, which is 205 kHz. Thus they have been replaced respectively by
the MC33274AP and 0PA604 operational amplifiers.
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Figure 8.3 Soft switching board

Figure 8.4 Commutation circuit board
The commutation board shown in Figure 8.4 is common to the three-softswiching
boards. It directs the pulses to the appropriate MOSFETs in each soft switching
board in order to be processed. It is mainly composed of:
The PLD GAL22V1O
. A hysterisis comparator
The multiplexer DG409DJ
The PLD controls the commutation of the circuit. It energises the phases of the
circuit in the correct sequence as determined by rotor position. The hysterisis
comparator sets the current and thus the torque. A hysterisis current band of 6A is
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chosen. A maximum switching frequency of about 22 kHz, which is beyond the
audible range, occurs at half speed, results. The multiplexer select the positive phase
current direction as required for continuous rotation.

8.3 Testing

The four control circuit boards (three identical soft switching boards and one
commutation board) are all tested as detailed below. They all performed to design
specifications.

8.3.1 Soft Switching Board Testing

The 4th order Butterworth Filters of the resonant circuit are tested first. It should be
noted that the sensitivity of the current transducers used in this project is 0.025V1A
with an offset of 2.5V and as stated before all the currents are divided by seven. The
currents in the tank circuit and the load are called respectively I, and L .A sinusoidal
voltage of 4.5V peak to peak (which simulates the maximum current in the tank
circuit) of a frequency of 2 MHz (which is the cut off frequency) is applied to the
positive input 2 of the filter. The attenuation of the signal is just below 3.dB.
In a similar way the 41h order Butterworth filter for the load current is tested. A
sinusoidal voltage of 3.1 V peak to peak simulating the maximum load current in the
motor at a frequency of 200 kHz (the cut off frequency) is applied to the positive
input 10 of the filter. The attenuation of the signal is just below 3.dB. Both filters are
shown in Figures 8.5 a and b and the results are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
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Figure 8.5 Resonant (a) and load (b) current filters
Table 8.1: Testing of Butterworth filters of current I (Gain = 1)
Voltage
Applied at the
input of Ui 1A
pin 3 of LEM
lxi (Sinusoidal
Peak to peak

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output voltage
magnitude at
output pin 7 of
U11B

Output Voltage
Waveform

4.5 V
4.5 V

Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal

magnitude

4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5V

200 Hz
1kHz
10kHz
20kHz
100kHz
200kHz
650kHz
I 2MHz

4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
13V
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Table 8.2: Testing of Butterworth filters of the current I d (Gain = 1)
Voltage
Applied at the
input of Ui 1C
pin 3 of LEM
Idi (Sinusoidal
Peak to peak

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
Output Voltage Waveform
magnitude at
output pin 14
of U11D

200 Hz
1kHz
101CHz
20kHz
100kHz
200kHz
600kHz

3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
2.5V
1.03V

magnitude

3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V
3.1 V

Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Sinusoidal
Distorted
triangular
output

8.3.2 Testing of the Condition I,> Id

This function is realised by the comparator Ui shown in Figure 8.6. Two
sinusoidal voltages of respectively 4.5V and 3.1V peak to peak (simulating I and Id)
having frequencies of 205 kHz and 22kHz are applied to the positive and negative
input of the comparator. The results are shown in Table 8.3.

Figure 8.6 Comparison of I, and Id
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Table 8.3: Testing of the comparator for the condition of current I > Id
Sinusoidal
Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 2 of
Ui
(Peak to peak
value)

4.5V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V

-

Sinusoidal
Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 3 of
Ui
(Peak to peak
value)
3.1V
3.1V
3.1V
3.1V
3.1V
3.1V
3.1V

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
pin 7 of the
comparator
Ui

200Hz
1kHz
10kHz
20kHz
100kHz
200kHz
300kHz

High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)

8.3.3 Testing of the Condition V 0 Does Not Exists (V 0 <O.1 V)

This function is realised by the comparator U4 shown in Figure 8.7. A sinusoidal
voltage of 5V peak to peak at a frequency of 22 kHz (stimulating V,0n, coming from
the Hall effect sensors) is applied to the negative input. The positive input is set to
0.1V. The comparator worked as expected and the results are shown in Table 8.4.

Figure 8.7 Comparison of the control voltage to zero
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Table 8.4: Testing of the condition of V 0 <0.1 V
Sinusoidal
Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 3 of
U4
(Peak to peak

Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 2 of
U4
(DC value)

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
pin 7 of the
comparator
U4

0.1V
0.1V
0.1V
0.1V
0.1V
0.1V
0.1V

200 Hz
1kHz
5kHz
10kHz
15kHz
20kHz
30kHz

High (SV)
High(5V)
High(5V)
High(5V)
High (SV)
High (5V)
High(SV)

value)

5V
SV
5V
SV
5V
5V
5V

8.3.4 Testing the Condition I<O

This function is realised by the comparator U6 as shown in Figure 8.8. A sinusoidal
voltage of 4.5V peak to peak at a frequency of 205kHz (simulating I) is applied to
the negative input and a constant voltage of 2.5V is applied to the positive input
because of the offset of the current transducer. The comparator worked as expected
and the results are shown in Table 8.5.

Figure 8.8 Comparison of the current I to zero
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Table 8.5: Testing of the condition of I <0 V
Sinusoidal
Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 3 of
U6
(Peak to peak

Voltage
Applied at the
input pin 2 of
U6 (DC value)

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
pin 7 of the
comparator

2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V

200Hz
1kHz
10kHz
40kHz
100kHz
200kHz
250kHz

High (SV)
High (5V)
High (SV)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)

value)

4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V
4.5 V

8.3.5 Testing of the Condition Capacitor Voltage (V )> the Bus voltage (Vb11 .)

This function is realised by the operational amplifiers U9 (a difference amplifier) to
capture the voltage V, the U10 amplifier to adjust the gain and the comparator U8.
A 9 V peak to peak sinusoidal voltage of a frequency of 205kHz is applied at the
positive input of U9 and a constant voltage of 1V is applied to its negative input. The
output voltage, pin 6 of U10, is compared with a constant voltage Vb S of 7.5 V
applied at the negative input of U8.The output followed the design expectations. The
scaling factor is 1/13. The results are shown in Table 8.6.

Ptc

20)

Rood
0K

Figure 8.9 Comparaison of the bus voltage and the resonant capacitor voltage
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Table 8.6: Testing of the condition of V, > VbUS (Gain = 1).
Sinusoidal
Voltage
applied at the
input pin 3
(Routi) of U9
the Differential
Amplifier
(Peak to peak
value
9V
9V
9V
9V
9V
9V
9V

Voltage
applied at the
input pin 2 of
U9 (Rout2)
Differential
Amplifier
(DC value)

Voltage
applied at the
input pin 3 of
U8 (connector
Ji pini)
(DC value)

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output
Voltage pin
7 of the
comparator
U8

1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V

7.5V
7.5V
7.5V
7.5V
7.5V
7.5V
7.5V

200Hz
1kHz
10kHz
40kHz
100kHz
200kHz
250kHz

High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)
High (5V)

8.3.6 Testing of the PLD GAL20RA1OB

This done by applying a 5V to its input pins, and checking its output pins it
according to the functions programmed. The Figure of the PLD and the delay circuits
are shown in appendices A2 and A4 .The delay circuits are tested by applying a pulse
of 50% duty cycle at a frequency of 205 kHz (simulating the upper switches resonant
frequency) at the positive pin of the comparators U2, U3 and US, and the same pulse
with a frequency of 3001-1z (simulating the lower switches frequency) for U7.
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8.3.7 Testing of the Commutation Board

The positive input voltage to the hysteresis comparator is set to 3.1V, which
corresponds to a load current of 150A. The hysteresis voltage is measured to be
0.155V, which corresponds to a hysteresis current band of 6.1A. The commutation
circuit schematic is shown in the appendix A3.
The GAL 22V10 is tested in the same way as the GAL 20RA10B.

8.3.8 Driving Circuits Testing

The schematics of the driving circuits are shown in appendices A5 to A8. A pulse
of 5V, 50% duty cycle of a frequency of 205 kHz (simulating the resonant
frequency) is applied at the input resistor of the opto-couplers HCPL-22 11 for the
auxiliary switches SXJ and SX2.
A pulse of 5V, 50% duty cycle at a frequency of 22 kHz (stimulating the maximum
switching frequency) is applied to the input resistor of the opto-coupler of the switch
Si. The same pulse at a frequency of 3001-Iz (simulating the commutation frequency)
is applied for the input resistor of the opto-coupler of switch S2. They all performed
as expected. The results are shown in Tables 8.7 and 8.8.
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Table 8.7: Testing of the driving circuit of the auxiliary switches
SXi & SX2

Magnitude of
the Voltage
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
applied at the
input pin 2 of
U15&U13
(HCPL-22 11)

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
Output Voltage Waveform
pin 1 of the
connectors
SX1 & SX2

SV

200Hz

5V

5V

1kHz

5V

5V

10kHz

SV

5V

40kHz

5V

5V

100kHz

5V

5V

250kHz

5V

Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle

Table 8.8: Testing of the driving circuit of the main switches Si &S2
Magnitude of
the Voltage
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
applied at the
input pin 2 of
U14&U16

Frequency
Range

Measured
Output Voltage
Output Voltage waveform
pin 1 of the
connectors
Si & S2

SV

20014z

5V

5V

1kHz

5V

5V

10kHz

5V

5V

40kHz

5V

5V

100kHz

5V

SV

250kHz

5V

(HCPL-221

1)

Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
Pulse of50%
duty cycle
Pulse of 50%
duty cycle
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8.3.9 Testing of the ZCT inverter
For comparison purposes, this prototype was implemented with both conventional
hard switching and the improved ZCT inverter functions. The control circuit has the
option of running in the hard-switching mode by simply disabling the auxiliary
switches. The prototype was tested first under the hard-switching condition with a
DC bus voltage of 96V. There is a large current spike in the hard-switching at turn on
which is caused by the diode reverse recovery, and a current spike is still observed
when the switching current starts to rise, which indicates that reverse recovery
current still remains in the opposite diode when the switch is turned on. At the turn
off transition the switch voltage overshoot is up to twice the bus voltage. Due to the
high voltage overshoot, the load current for the hard switching test was set to 10 A.
Next with the same hardware and layout, the prototype was tested with the improved
ZCT inverter function under the same DC bus voltage at a switching frequency of
20kHz. Because the ZCT operation eliminated the voltage overshoot at the turn off
transition, the load current was increased up to 20A. It can be seen that the
experimental waveforms agree with the theoretical waveforms of Figures 6.14, 6.18
and 6.19. In the turn on transition the peak of the resonant current i is bigger than
the load current. In the turn off transition, the switch current decreases to zero before
the switch voltage rises to the DC bus voltage, and the negative part of the switching
current waveform actually is conducted by the anti-parallel diode across this switch.
Meanwhile, almost no overshoot is observed in the switch voltage waveforms.
Unfortunately it was not possible to capture consistent waveforms for presentation in
this thesis, because of the noise involved. The results observed in this section suggest
that is due to a number of factors, the chosen current sensors will not allow the
correct operation of the soft switching circuit due to the observed high frequency
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(-1MHz) noise. A more expensive sensor would probably solve this issue by
measuring the full load and resonant currents, having a higher operating bandwidth
and a current output, rather than a voltage
ID output. Unfortunately the dead line to
submit this thesis did not permit the author to carry out this further investigation. But
it should be noted that the experimental results have shown that the switching loss
reduction for this prototype will be significant. The soft-switching turn off energy
will be reduced compared to hard switching inverter. The turn on energy of the
improved ZCT inverter will also be reduced. Many attempts were made to solve the
problem of noise in the time available, among them by adding some hysteresis for all
the comparators and the operational amplifiers, capacitors between the gate of the
MOSFETs and the ground, and the introduction of physical screens between the
control board and the power block. It is strongly believed that this problem can be
solved, given more time.

8.4 Summary

The performance of the improved ZCT inverter provided an opportunity to achieve
zero voltage at turn on for the main switches and at the same time enabling all main
switches and auxiliary switches to be turned on and off under zero current condition.
The significance of this scheme is that it introduces a solution for minimizing the
total inverter switching losses. It fully utilises the bi-directional property of the
inverter load current and uses two auxiliary switches to alternatively assist the turn
on and turn off transitions of each main switch.
The Improved ZCT inverter can generate sufficient resonant energy to build up a
resonant current that completely diverts the currents in the main circuit at both turn-
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on and turn-off transitions. The experimental results of the prototype so far have
demonstrated the following promising features:
Compared with hard-switching condition, the turn on and turn off is reduced.
The voltage overshoot and high frequency ringing at the turn off transition is
essentially eliminated.
• The resonant capacitor stress is reduced
• The current and thermal stresses are distributed evenly among the auxiliary
devices
• The soft transition for each phase is executed independently from the main
controller and requires no modifications to normal PWM algorithms.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Recommendation for Further Work
9.1 Conclusions

The following summarizes the technologies developed for EV propulsion presented
in this thesis.

Chapterl

Chapter 1 discusses the interest taken nowdays to develop EVs. This is stimulated
by improvement in basic technologies, such as improved permanent magnets,
switching transistors and storage batteries. However, the last mentioned remain a
weak point in modern electric vehicles. In addition to the concerns over pollution and
g reen

house effect, there are important reasons to seek a more sustainable path. The

overall impact on air pollution could be significantly reduced compared to that of
internal combustion engines vehicles. Today, EV development is driven less by
energy concerns and more by environmental issues. As EVs go to market, the
challenge is to make them affordable and to increase their range. EV technologies are
maturing, extending the driving range of the vehicle and reducing their cost. The
most important future work is in developing energy sources that demonstrate high
specific energy and energy density, high specific power and power density, fast
charging and deep discharging capabilities, long cycle and service lives, high
efficiency, adequate safety and cost effectiveness while being maintenance free and
recyclable. In addition to battery performance, a battery management system is
important to ensure charging and discharging of batteries under proper conditions.
Hybnd electric vehicles can provide increased range as well as performance.
However they do add complexity and cost to the mix. The major challenges with
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HEVs are managing multiple energy sources, which are heavily dependent on
driving cycles, battery sizing and battery management. HEVs can meet customer's
needs but cost remains the major issue. As EVs go to market, the challenge is to
make them affordable and to increase their range.

Chapter2

Chapter 2 discusses PM brushless dc motors, their good features and why they are
getting more attention for use in EVs and in particular why more attention is being
given to the axial flux geometry. The most obvious advantage of the brushless motor
is the absence of brushes, which eliminates brush maintenance and also the
associated arcing, radio frequency interference (RFI), and electromagnetic
interference (EMI). Having the armature windings on the stator helps cooling of the
armature windings. The field excitation is contributed by permanent magnets and
does not have to be supplied by electric current. Electrical losses in the rotor are
therefore reduced. The efficiency of BLDC motors is significantly better than
induction motors in the fractional horsepower range. The former will have better
efficiency and better power factor and, therefore a greater output power for the same
frame size. These advantages come at the expense of increased complexity in the
electronic controller and the need for shaft position sensing. With the development of
high-field PM materials, and the rapidly decreasing costs of such materials, PM
motors with power ratings from less than a watt to several megawatts have been
built. The axial geometry of the motor has substantial advantages over the more
common radial flux machine for two reasons. First, the aspect ratio makes in wheel
vehicular application very simple, and there are significant volume savings over the
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more usual radial flux geometry, for which much of the internal volume does not
contribute to power output. Second and more importantly, a very simple technique
for flux weakening that relies on mechanical adjustment of the air gap, and which
does not impinge significantly on the efficiency, becomes possible. Within a
reasonable band, increasing the air gap increases the copper loss as the torque
constant decreases, but decreases the iron loss as the flux density reduces. The motor
can be readily dismantled and reassembled with a range of spacers on the shaft,
providing different air gaps. Because of its good features, the axial flux brushless DC
motor is chosen in this project. Its efficiency is 96 %.

Chapter3

This chapter discusses the evaluation of the family of several ZCT inverters and
compares them with hard switching. In hard-switching AC-DC pulse width
modulated (PWM) converters, sudden changes in switch voltage and current
waveforms cause switching losses and EMI problems. High voltage and current
peaks can also be observed during switching transients, because of parasitic
capacitance and stray inductance around power devices. To alleviate the difficulties
associated with hard switching, the concepts of soft switching were introduced. Softswitching techniques have recently been applied in the design of DC-AC converters,
in order to achieve better performance, higher efficiency, and higher power density.
A substantial number of new topologies for different applications have been
developed. In general in a soft-switched converter, power switches are commutated
at voltage zero (zero voltage switching ZVS) or at current zero (zero current
switching ZCS) condition or both zero-voltage and zero-current switching (ZVZCS).
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With these methods, both switching losses and switch stresses can be reduced. The
following are usually claimed with respect to the use of soft switching:
Higher efficiency;
•

Better device utilization

•

Reduced size of filtering elements
Higher power density

•

Reduced acoustic noise

• Reduced EMI
• Fast dynamic response
•

Reduced torque and current ripple

However, the operation of soft switched-converters requires additional active andlor
passive elements. This introduces additional cost and complexity. It is a very
important and practical issue to determine appropriate soft-switching techniques to
meet specific application requirements. In determining which kind of soft-switching
technique is most desirable, the following system parameters should be taken into
account.
The Voltage and current stresses on power devices imposed by the technique
•

The extra loss caused by the auxiliary circuitry

•

The cost of the soft-switching technique

• The effective soft-switching range
•

The application of the soft-switched converter and its limitations, and

•

The overall benefit vs. the cost of the extra circuitry.

The zero current transition soft switched (ZCT) PWM was chosen for the work
reported in this thesis due to its good features. The voltage and current ratings of the
active switches and all the diodes are lower. Each phase leg of the main circuit has a
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corresponding auxiliary circuit to assist the ZCT operation. Therefore, each switch is
commutated independently so that any PWM scheme for hard switching counterparts
can be directly employed without modification.

Chapter 4
In this chapter a design methodology for the improved ZCT inverter is detailed
using the state plane analysis. One can analyse the circuit operation by solving the
LC 2'' order differential equations, step by step through all topological stages. The
state plane analysis is a simple visualization tool to analyse resonant converters,
which is applied to study this improved ZCT inverter. By choosing the resonant
inductor current I and the resonant capacitor voltage V, as the state variables, from
the sequence of the topological stages we obtain its state plane trajectory. The choice
of soft switching frequency is mostly driven by the requirements of the driver
dynamic performance. The key of the resonant tank design is to ensure that the main
switches are turned off at zero-current condition. Therefore the maximum resonant
current 'xpk must be greater than 'Load, correspondingly, K is chosen around 1.3-1.8.
The optimum value of K is that which requires least energy. The resonant time
period To should be long enough to ensure that the minority carriers in the device are
properly recombined during the ZCT turn off transition, but it should not be too long,
otherwise, large duty cycle loss may be caused. To is normally chosen around 3-6p.S.
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Chapters 5,6

A BLDC drive system is discussed which deals to the application in an EV system.
Hysteresis current control is used to control the motor. The primary function of an
EV controller is torque control and therefore, a typical EV propulsion system is a
closed —loop torque control system. Since torque is proportional to armature current,
the torque control reduces to current control. The speed of the motor is open ioop
controlled according to the driver's command.
The impact of PWM strategies on the performance of BLDCs is explored. A
comparison between bipolar switching voltage PWM and unipolar switching voltage
PWM is presented. From that a selection is made of the unipolar method, as
efficiency is very important in the design of the ZCT inverter discussed in this
project. At any time only two phases of the motor winding carry current. Each phase
conducts for 120 electrical degrees in every cycle and commutation takes place. A
hysteresis current PWM control, which consists of controlling the ON and OFF of
the switches to keep the current within a band around the desired value is used. Some
important aspects of this hysteresis PWM scheme are:
•

Precise current control is possible as the tolerance bandwidth is a
design parameter

The frequency at which switches change is not a design parameter.
As a result the switching frequency can vary by an order of magnitude or more. This
PWM method is more commonly implemented in motor drives where motor speed
and load are constant. The new controller design is simulated using Matlab Simulink.
It gives a good insight into how the controller will work, especially its soft switching
part. From the results of the simulations, it can be seen that the maximum voltage
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across the tank capacitor occurs during the turn off transition, whereas the maximum
current in the tank inductor occurs during the turn on transition. The results from
these simulations confirm the design parameters of the high power inductor as well
as the specifications of the capacitors and the power MOSFETs of the main and
auxiliary switches. Simulation shows that with a 96V DC bus, 150A and a switching
frequency of 20 kHz, the ZCT is expected to be 94.7 % efficient.

Chapter 7
With high power inductor design being a substantial challenge, this chapter details
its design. The core Kool M.i is used in the design. This core possesses many good
magnetic characteristics, such as high resistivity, low hysteresis and eddy current
losses. Therefore this core will offer a reduction in core size over powered iron cores.
The 10,500 gauss saturation level of these cores provides a higher energy storage
capability than can be obtained with gapped ferrites of the same size. At high power
levels, second-order effects such as fringing flux and leakage flux become significant
issues when designing inductors. Another important consideration in designing a
high frequency inductor is eddy current effects in the conductors. These effects
include skin-effect losses and proximity-effect losses. Both effects were controlled
by the use of conductors made up of multiple, individually insulated strands, twisted
or woven together, known as Litz wire. A resonant circuit using a 6 iF was used to
measure the value of the inductance.
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Chapter 8
After an evaluation of various soft switching techniques, the improved ZCT inverter
was chosen, built and tested for the control of an axial flux brushless DC machine
using six step control. Soft-switching techniques can increase both the switching
frequency and the current handling capability of the devices. While minimising
switching losses, which is a major expectation, controlling each phase separately
requires no modification to normal PWM algorithms. All the control circuit boards
were tested individually and worked as expected. This inverter has only been tested
partially in the laboratory due to the lack of time. Some noise generated by the
current transducer remains the major issue to be dealt with. However most of the
beneficial functions of the ZCT inverter were demonstrated experimentally. These
include the following promising features:

• Compared with hard-switching condition, the turn on and turn off loss is
reduced.
• The voltage overshoot and high frequency ringing at the turn off transition is
basically eliminated.
• The resonant capacitor stress is manageable
• The current and thermal stresses are distributed evenly among the auxiliary
devices
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9.2 Recommendations for Further work

•

Use of a more expensive current transducer measuring the full load and
resonant currents, having a higher operating bandwidth and a current
output, rather than a voltage output.

• Replace the MOSFETs by minority carrier devices. IGBTs will be good
candidates as this is a zero current transition inverter.
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Schematic Diagrams
This appendix includes schematic diagrams of the improved ZCT inverter for one
phase.
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A2: Soft switching circuit schematic
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A4: PLD GAL20RA lOB control schematic
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A5: Main switch Si driving circuit schematic
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A6: Lower switch S2 driving circuit schematic
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A7: Upper auxiliary switch SX2 driving circuit schematic
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A8: Lower auxiliary switch SX1 driving circuit schematic
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Appendix B
Logic Code Used For The Commutation and Soft Switching Circuits
B!: Commutation circuit

Name
Commutation_BDCM_Control_PLD;
Partno
Revision 1
Date
10/02/2004
Designer B.TALEB
Company NTU
Assembly
Location
Device
g22v10;
Format
This PLD design (Revision 1) created on 10/02/2004
for Protel International and is stored as
PLDDesign
***************************************************

Inputs **/
Pin2 = HE1;
Pin3 =HE2;
Pin4 = HE3;
PinS =PWM;
Pin6 = SC
/** Outputs **/

Pin 14 =
Pin 15 =
Pin 16 =
Pin 17 =
Pin 18 =
Pin 19 =
Pin 20 =
Pin 21 =

I

Si;
S2;
AO;
Al;

Declarations and Intermediate Variables **/

/** Logic Equations /

Si

=

(HIE1 & !1{E3) &PWM;

S2 = (HE1&!FIE2) # (!HEI&HE2)&(!PWM&SC);
S3 = (!HE2&HE3)&PWM;
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S4 = (!HE1&HE3)#(HE1&!HE3)&(!PWM&SC);
S5 = (!HE1&HE2)&(PWM);

S6 = (HE2&!HE3)#(!HE2&HE3)&(!PWM&SC);
AO = (!FIIE2&I-1E3);
Al

= (!I-IE1&HE2);
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B2: Soft switching circuit

Name
Soft_switched_BDCM_ControlPLD;
Partno
1
Revision 1
Date
10/02/2004
Designer B. Taleb
Company NTU
Assembly
Location
Device
g20ra10;
Format
This PLD design (Revision 1) created on 3 1/03/2003
For Protel International and is stored as
PLDDesign
Inputs **/
Pin3 =PLY;
Pin22 =PLK;
Pin20 =PLD;
Pinli = PLC;
P1N23 =PLF;
PIN16 =PLG;
PinlO = PLO;
Pin15 =PLX;
Pin21 =PLL;
/**

Outputs **/
Pin 19=PLX1;
Pin 18=PLX2;
Pin 17 = PLS;
Pin 14 = PLB;
/** Declarations and Intermediate Variables **/
/** Logic Equations **/
PLX2.AP=PLD&PLC;
PLX2.AR=PLS&PLF;
PLS AP=PLY;
.

PLS .AR=PLX& !PLF;
PLX1 .AP=PLO;
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PLX 1.AR=PLK& !PLL;
PLB=PLG&PLF;
PLX1.OE =
PLX2.OE =
PLB.OE ='b'l;
PLS.OE =b'1;
PLX1 .CK='bO;
PLX1 .D='b'O;
PLX2.D='b'O;
PLS .D=&O;
PLS.CK=b'O;
PLX2.CK='b'O;
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Manufacturer Litz Wire Types And Construction

Litz Wire Types & Construction
Round
Type

Type 5 Litz construction
features insulated bundles of
Type 2 wire twisted around a
fiber core.
Optional outer insulation of
textile yarn, tape or extruded

5
-

-

compounds

------- Individually insulated bundles
of Type 2 Litz wire
Fiber core
-

-

Round
Type

6
-

- -

-.
-

--

.-

Rectangu1ar
Type

Type 6 Litz construction
features bundles of Type 4
wire twisted around a
fiber core.
Optional outer insulation of
textile yarn, tape or extruded
compounds
Bundles of Type 4 Litz wire
insulated with nylon serving
Fiber cores

Type 7 Litz construction

7

f eatures insulated wire

to

rectangular profile.
Optional outer insulation of
textile yarn, tape or extruded
compounds
Braided film-insulated wire

Rectangu L a r
T ype 8

-

---.

Type 8 Litz construction
features sigle insulated

-.

pressed into a rectangular
Optional outer insulation of

textile yarn, tape or extruded
compounds

Cl: Reproduction of the Litz wire type and construction from New England Electric
Wire Corporation
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Ltz Wire Types & Construction
Type 1 Litz construction features
a single twisting operation with
optional outer insulation.

R ound
Type 1

Outer insulation of textile yarn,
tape or extruded compounds
Single film-insulated wire strand

Type 2 Litz construction
features bundles of twisted
wire twisted together with
optional outer insulation.
Outer insulation of textile
yarn, tape or extruded
compounds
Bundles of Type 1 Litz wire

Rou nd
Type2

Round

Type 3

"

--

, .
-

-

Round
T ype 4

Type 3 Litz construction
features insulated bundles of
twisted wire twisted together
with optional outer insulation.
Outer insulation of textile yarn,
tape or extruded compounds
Individually insulated bundles
Bundles of Type 2 Litz wire

Type 4 Litz construction
features bundles of twisted
wire twisted around a central
fiber core.
Optional outer insulation of
textile yarn, tape or extruded
compounds
Bundles of Type 2 Litz Wire
Fiber core

C2: Reproduction of the Litz wire type and construction from New England Electric
Wire Corporation
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1.02
0
>

•

1.00
0.98
0.96
0.94

C)

0.92
0.90
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=
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-55
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0
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